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Parking
problems
at hand
by Louis Lavelle
Construction on the Play
F ie ld s P r o je c t and th e
Dormitory Project will begin within the next 2 weeks,
te m p o r a r ily d is p la c in g
approximately 400 parking
spaces adjacent to Bohn and
Webster Halls.
When Carnival is installed
there on Fri., May 2, 1980,
another 240 parking spaces
will be temporarily lost,
co m p letely in c a p a c ita tin g
Parking Lot 12 for up to 3 days
before the event.
C o n tr a c t o r s fo r th e
D o r m it o r y P r o je c t a re
expected to arrive on campus
on Mon., March 24, 1980 to
fence off the site of the new 640
bed dormitory, according to
Elliot I. Mininberg, vice
president of administration and
finance.
In a memorandum addressed
to the college community,

Mininberg said the contractors
have been asked to create
temporary, unpaved parking
N o r th o f th e Q u a r r y .
Mininberg said this temporary
p ark in g w ill am ount to
approximately 150 spaces.
Also, the Play Fields Project
will provide approximately
800 new parking spaces near
the Clove Rd. Apartments.
T h e memorandum said, “We
have been given assurances that
every effort will be made to
have these areas ready prior to
the opening of school next
September.”
T h e memorandum said that
overnight parking regulations
will be strictly enforced and
that anyone parked overnight
without the proper decal will
be municipally ticketed and
towed. Mininberg said the
tickets will cost $20 and the
towing charge will be approx imately $30.

Bulldozers started clearing temporary parking areas North of the Quarry on March 1 9 ,1 9 8 0
to help alleviate the parking crunch to be caused by the construction of the new dormitory.
According to Mininberg, the
college issues approximately
150 overnight parking decals.
On a recent early morning tour
of Parking Lot 12, Mininberg
counted 329 cars parked
overnight of which 179 did not
have overnight decals.
Also, Mininberg said, at any
g iv e n t im e t h e r e a r e
approximately 100-200 spaces
available in the Quarry that are
nor utilized because of their
distance from the campus.
According to Mininberg,
both Clifton and the town ot

Montclair have been approach
ed in an effort to reach an
agreement concerning parking
on local roads. Mininberg said
that the town o f Montclair has
agreed to suspend the 2 hour
parking limits on the streets
between Mt. Hebron Rd. and
Normal Ave. for the remainder
'of the semester. However, he
said, Clifton has refused to
suspend permit parking on
Valley Rd. Northeast of
Normal Ave.
The memorandum said The
Robin Hood Inn on Valley

Rd. has agreed to allow the 40
parking spaces it now uses for
overnight parking to be used
by students durirfg the day for
the months o f Afjril and May.
Mininberg said the college is
authorizing overtime expendi
tures to pay additional campus
police personnel to help with
traffic flow, locating parking
areas, and nornfal safety and
security activitie*s. He said that
3 or 4 extra people, working 2
shifts a day, will amount to
paying 100 hours in wages for
60 hours work'each day.

Clove Rd. accident

Visitor injured
p h o to s -by S ta n G o d le w s k i

by Janine M. Torsiello

The windshield of Mark Logiodice's car was smashed by a
gate on Quarry Rd by the Clove Rd. entrance to the campus
on March 18, 1980.

T h e road was rain covered
and the wind was twisting and
bending trees on March 18,
1980. A car driven by Mark
Logiodice, a visitor to the
MSC campus, struck a gate on
Quarry Rd. by the Clove Rd.
entrance to the campus.
Another car with 3 M SC
students on their way to classes
stopped to give the injured
driver first aid. Logiodice was
admitted to Mountainside
Hospital with a laceration over
his right eye. He is presently in
satisfactory condition.
According to Sgt. William
Hotahng of campus police,
1 ogiodice had been on campus
visiting a student in Webster
Hall. Hotaling said Logiodice
doesn t recall anything about
how the accident happened,
but he apparently collided with
1 of the metal gates obstructing

the roadway.
Bill Schulz, a junior business
major, recalled he was driving
in through the Clove Rd.
entrance when he saw a car
stopped and the driver leaning
back in the seat. He said there
were many other cars driving
by. Schulz, who is a member of
the Cedar Knolls volunteer
fi rst aids quad, stopped to see
what happened.
Schulz surmised that the
accident could not have
happened long before he got
there, because the car was still
running. Hotaling said the
campus police were not sure
what happened, but he said
either the wind blew the gate
out in front of the car, or
someone threw out the gate out
in the road.
Schulz said Logiodice, a
resident o f Bridgewater, was

s e m ic o n s c io u s w h en he
reached the car. Schulz added
that Logiodice was complain
ing of neck pains and had a cut
over his right eye. Schulz
bandaged the cut and had
someone call campus police, he
said. When campus police
arrived, they summoned the
Little Falls first aid squad,
Schulz said.
S ch u lz , w ho has just
completed an advanced first aid
course, was carpooling with 2
girls, Kathy Shivas and Olga
Jimenez. While he stayed with
L.ogiodice, 1 o f the girls got the
first aid kit he carries in the car,
he explained.
Schulz said he stopped
because it’s part of his training.
He stated, “ He needed help so I
stopped. I didn't think about
what I was doing. Nobody else
was stopping so I stopped."
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Carter to
Kennedy:
drop out
T h e front runners are even
further ahead of the field,
following yesterday’s Illinois
primaries. With the returns
nearly all in, Ronald Reagan
has captured the s ta te ’s
Republican contest with about
48% of the vote. About. 65% of
the Illinois democrats voted for
President Carter.
Reagan now leads the
Republican field with 209
co n v e n tio n d e le g a te s--fa r
ahead of George Bush and John
Anderson, who finished 2d in
Illinois. Bush has 47 and
Anderson 37. President Carter
is also way out front, with 478
democratic delegates against
Edward Kennedy’s 182. Jerry
Brown has none.
Carter’s chief spokesman,
Jod y Powell, has suggested
in d ir e c tly that K en n ed y
consider dropping out of the
race. But the Massachusetts
senator has vowed to continue,
acknowledging that a “very

CLUB

strong showing” in next
week’s N Y primary is essential
to his campaign.
Declaring he’s “just begun to
f ig h t ,” R ep u b lica n Jo h n
Anderson ahs accepted his 2d
place finish in Illinois, his home
state. The 1 time dark horse
candidate says his campaign is
“moving ahead.” Anderson
still calls G O P front runner
Ronald Reagen “unelecrable,”
come November.

Coffee
probe
delayed
T h e legislature’s Joint Ethics
Committee delayed a decision
to d a y on c a llin g sta te
Democratic chairman Richard
Coffee to testify about his
alleged implication in the EBI
A BSCA M probe.
Only 4 of the committee’s
members showed up to decide
whether they should seek
testimony from Coffee, who
also serves as the top
a d m in is tr a to r fo r th e
a s s e m b l y ’ s D e m o c r a t ic
majority.
Five members are needed for
a quorum.

TMI
future
looks dim
Pennsylvania’s Three Mile
Island nuclear plant may never
reopen. T h at’s the assessment
of an electrical engineer hired
to do an audit of the plant’s
o w n e r, G e n e r a l P u b lic
Utilities. Dr. Robert Parente
says getting T M I back in
operation after last year’s
accident may just prove too
expensive.

Iranian parliament meets. He
\said the issue will not be
resolved before May 15, 1980.
T h e US says the American
hostages were treated harshly
during the 1st weeks of the
N ov . 4, 1 9 7 9 em b assy
takeover. T h e charge came
today as the U S pressed its case
before the International Court
of Justice at the Hague,
Netherlands. In 1 instance, it
was alleged, an Iranian militant
pointed a gun at 1 hostage and
pulled the trigger repeatedly,
Russian roulette style.

Princeton
cheats
Roulette skeptical
Iranian
style
As th e e stim a te d 50
American hostages spent their
137ttt day of captivity in
Tehran, hopes for any quick
release dimmed further. An
I ranian diplomat who met with
Ayatollah Khomeini said that
the hostage issue will not be a
priority item when the new

Princeton, N J(1.P.) A Daily
Princetoniav poll purporting to
show that 3 4% of Princeton
undergraduates have cheated
on an in-class examination has
been greeted with widespread
skepticism among faculty,
students, and administrators.
The newspaper itself was
clearly concerned about the
accuracy of the poll and
emphasized that results of the
survey question “could be
inflated.”

Housing
kickbacks
caught
(Trenton)-- The developers of
a West N Y housing project
were indicted today on charges
they bilked the N J Housing
Finance Agency (H F A ) $1.5
million. State and federal
indictments were handed up
against James Canino of
Englewood Cliffs, NJ and
Alvin Raphael of Tenafly, NJ,
builders o f Parkview Towers.
The indictment charges that
Canino and Raphael over
charged the H FA for the costs
o f building the $22 million
complex. When Canino and
Raphael paid their subcontrac
tors for building the complex,
the subcontractors allegedly
kicked back the overcharges to
Canino and Raphael.
This is the 2d indictment to
come from a year-long state
and federal investigation of the
H FA , which uses state bond
‘ money and federal money to
help developers build housing
in NJ.

courtesy of AP'wire services
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Grant moneys awarded
by Rayanne Damiano
Approximately $40,000 in
grant m on eys has been
awarded to M SC this year for
research work being done by
the b io lo g y d ep artm en t,
according to Dr. Stephen
Koepp, biology professor.
Koepp, with the assistance of
Dr. M ichael M cC orm ick ,
biology professor, is heading 3
projects which involve the
sampling of organisms from
water suspected to have high
pollution levels. Graduate and
undergraduate students of
biology and chemistry are
hired by Koepp to actually do
the sampling and research.
These students are using
experience for their theses or
similar independent projects.
A c c o r d in g to R o b e r t
Ogden, M SC grant adminis
trator, the 3 projects are Marine
Sea Grant (M SG ), awarded
fed era l m o n ey t o ta lin g
$20,000,
Bimonitoring
of
Berrys Creek (B B C ), awarded
$14,614 by the NJ department
of environmental protection
(N JD E P), and Sampling of
Selected F in fish , awarded
$5,172 by the National Marine
Fishery Service.
The M SG , according to
Koepp, is in its 5th year. It is a
study o f the effects that trace
metals have on fish and
shellfish in Newark Bay,
Koepp said. This is done both
by surveys and laboratory
studies, he added. T h e 2d
grant, from the N JD E P , is for
samples taken from the Berrys
Creek Tidal Marsh in the
Meadowlands o f Hackensack,
Koepp said. “T h is is an area of
profound contamination,” he
said. T h e findings are to be
used in a court case for the state
against the industry owners
accused of polluting it, Koepp
said. T h e last project is a
statewide sampling of fish for
the presence of polychlorinated
b ip h e n y ls , ( P C B ’ s ) , he
explained. Both of these studies
began in July 1979 and will end
in June 1980, he said.
Students working on the
M S G e x p o s e s e le c te d
organisms, or targets, to
problem m etals, such as
mercury and zinc, Koepp said.
The targets ate the common
k illifish , so ft clam , (or
steamer), and shrimp, he
explained. Students note the
basic response, make a bioassay
and then do pathological work,
involving the study of tissues
such as the gill, kidney, and
intestine with the electron
microscope, he added. Koepp
said, “There is no question that
we have a trace metal problem.
There is a confirmed presence
of chronic stress among these
organisms although they look
healthy.”
Sam p lings tik e n from
Berrys Creek have not yet
Produced conclusive evidence.

Howevet, Koepp said, “We
have found quantities of
m ercu ry .” T h e statew ide
project is only for obtaining
samples which are sent in for
analysis, Koepp said.
Koepp said that the M SG
studies uncovered a high level
o f neoplasms, or tumors, in the
organisms, especially clams.
He said that these findings are
consistent with human surveys

of tumor incidence in the area.
For this reason, next year’s
studies will focus on the
possible causes for these
tumors, Koepp said. T h e M SG
is expected to end in April
1981, he added.
In his office, Koepp stated
that their work has been
praised by the people who
contracted them. He personal
ly praised his students, saying,

“Getting the samples is very
rough at times. These students
should qualify for combat pay.
I have seen the students mature
while working on the projects.
They have become rugged
individuals.”
S o m e u n d e r g r a d u a te s
presently working on the
projects are Fran Barbone,
Adam Stem, Linda Obenauer,

Carolynn Discafani, Michelle
Brienza and Viveca Davatelis,
Koepp said. The graduates are
D arv en e A dam s, N an cy
Dorato, and David Calligaro,
he added. A number of
students have collaborated
with Koepp on publications
and presentations of their
findings at national and
international conferences, he
concluded.

Higher act loses 33 million

B y rn e 's cuts hit M S C
by Adam Sommers
M SC is going to lose
$933,062 for the fiscal year
1981, according to Henry
Thompson, budget analyst for
MSC.
“T h e area hardest hit by the
cut will be the faculty of MSC.
O f the $933,062 the faculty
take a $455,000 loss, which
they would normally get in the
form of raises,” Thompson
explained.
In a press release the
governor’s budget said that the
cuts were due to generally poor
revenue prospects for the
coming year.
“ M SC is only getting a 7.6%
increase in its budget from last
year. This is not nearly enough
to cover an inflation rate of
about 12%. Thus, the college is
r e a lly lo s in g
m o n e y ,”
Thompson explained.
It’s not that money will be
deducted from the programs
and the faculty, but that they
will be denied the money that
they would normally use to
help keep up with the cost of
living, Thompson said.
According to the budget, the
instructional element of the
college—the faculty salaries,
materials, and supplies—will
receive a $296,000 cut; the
library will get a $4,000 cut;
stu d e n t s e r v ic e s , w h ich
includes things like athletics,
financial aid, and housing, will
g et a cut o f $ 6 0 , 0 0 0 ;
institutional support, that pays
most of the administrative
salaries, the business offices,
and the computer center will be
minus $55,000; and things like
maintenance and custodial
expenses will be cut by
$44,000.
Thompson exlained that the
Board of Higher Education
(B H E ) plans the budget for the
state colleges, not the college
budget departments them
selves.
“ T h e B H E g iv e s us
guidelines on which to base our
budget for the year. Then I sit
down and figure out how much
this college should get, based
on its enrollment. N ext, I send
this estimate into the board.
They reassess it and finally it

goes to the Governor’s Budget
Bureau for further refinement.
Then they tell us how much
money we will get. This
number has always been below
o u r o r ig in a l e s t im a t e ,”
Thompson said.
Thompson said that all of the

revenue and state is getting
from p r o je c ts lik e the
Meadowlands Sports Complex
and the Cosmos in Atlantic
City is all earmarked for other
areas of state spending. Only
the money for the state lottery
goes to higher education and
this is not enough to cover the

cost of inflation,
said.

hompson

H arold F lin t, associate
professor of economics at
M SC, stated that in his
estimation the situation would
get a lot worse before it got
better.

Three of the 20 members of the Conservation Club that participated in the Die-in on March
18 ,1 9 8 0 symbolically died of radiation poisoning on the steps of the Student Center.

Die-in to be heard
by Meryl Yourish
T h e M SC Conservation
Club conducted a “ Die-in” to
point out their opinion o f the
danger of nuclear energy.
T h ey also wanted to publicize
their Teach-in for a Nuclear
Free Future that will be held
this Sat..March 22, 1980. This
dates marks the 1st anniversary
of the Three Mile Island
incident.
About 20 members of the
club marched from College
Hall to the Student Center on
March 18. They were carrying
signs and banners, some of
which read,“Follow me to the
Die-in,” and “Nuclear Power-is it safe?”
When the marchers reached
the Student Center, Deanna
Baron, president of the club,
read a short speech about the
effects o f nuclear radiation that
a melt-down would cause. Six
people—dressed dramatically

in dingy gray and black
shrouds, their faces painted
white with black marks under
their eyes and on their cheeks—
simulated dying as the speech
was read.
As Baron, clad in a black
dress and black stockings,
related the various effects of
high level radiation, the 6
people fell to the ground 1 by
1, simulating death. T h e whole
event lasted only 15 minutes.
“Basically, the Die-in was to
bring attention to the fact that
we are having a Teach-in this
Saturday,” Baron said. “ I felt
that we needed something
o th er than h an din g out
literature to attract attention,”
she added.
T h e club, along with several
other organizations, is holding
a Teach-in on nuclear energy
on Sat., March 22 in the
Math/Science Building, Baron
said. She said that there will be

lectures and workshops on
nuclear energy from 9 am-5
pm. She added that the
workshops will be both pro
and antinuclear energy.
“ We want to encourage
M SC students to come to the
Teach-in and*, learn about
nuclear energy,” Baron said.
“T h e Die-in was a vehicle to
Spark interest. JVe didn’t want
to debate nuclear energy at the
Die-in. T h at’s what the Teachin is for,” she said.
T h e Teacfi^in will feature
several nuclear «physicists and
sc ie n tis ts , in clu d in g D r.
Michio K akti, professor of
nuclear physics at the City
University of New York
(C U N Y ), Df. Judith Johnsru d , c o d ir e p to r o f th e
Environmental' Coalition on
Nuclear Power, and Larry
Bogart, the founder o f the
Citizen’s Energy Council.
Admission is free.
•.

4.
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5. GA questions leadership

M S C pulls out Of N JS A
by Mary Ann DeFiore

T h e M SC student body is no
longer represented in the New
Jersey Student Association
(N JSA ), as a result of action
taken by the SG A legislature
on March 5, 1980.
The le g isla tu re voted

unanimously to pull out of the
N JSA . Its decision was based
on a report presented by
Dennis Galvin, vice president
o f the E x te rn a l A ffairs
Committee. Galvin, who was
also serving on the Executive
Board o f N JSA as secretary,

recom m ended th at M SC
w ith d ra w b e c a u s e “ T h e
organization does not work
and lacks the flexibility to
correct its problems.”
N ader T a v a k o li, S G A
president, felt that the decision
to withdraw from N JSA was 1

of the most difficult of his term.
“ It was especially tough
because N JSA was founded
here at M SC in 1974, and we
have always been 1 of its
staunchest supporters,” he
explained.
T h e N JSA is the state

Stationery change
by Richard Messina
As of March 1, 1980, M SC
is officially utilizing a new type
of paper and letterhead format
fo r m ass m a ilin g s and
individual letters. T h e ivory
classic laid paper and matching
envelopes to be used for
in d iv i d u a l l e t t e r s a re
approximately double the price
o f the white bond paper being
used now. The plain ivory
paper, known as nrkoosa, and
marching envelopes to be used
in m ass m a ilin g s c o s t
approximately $.65 more per

100 sheets than white bond
paper.
R o b ert M acV an e, vice
president o f academic services,
said, “ I don’t think that the
price of the paper is significant.
I he point to consider is
whether or not we want MSC
to be viewed as bush league or
major league.” He continued,
“T he bottom line is what are
the goals. T h e new stationery
and letterhead format is to give
M SC the impression of a classy
institution.”
Robert Evans, a printer from

Budget Print Center, said,
“T h e ivory colored paper does
look more impressive, but is
also much more expensive.”
T h e college stationery will
no longer be white paper with
black ink. T he letterhead for
both types of paper is in brown
ink and consists of the new bell
tower logo followed by the
letters MSC. Evans said that
the brown ink costs slightly
more than the black ink. The
college seal, carpe diem, will
no longer be on the stationery.
According to Evans, 1,000

ROTC aims for MSC
by Mike Davino
Officers from the U S Army
R O T C Instructor Group from
Seton Hall University (SH U )
will be teaching 2 military
science courses here next
semester.
According to Capt. John T .
Mylnarski, assistant professor
o f military science, the 2
courses arc introductory in
content and students incur no
obligation to the Army by
taking them.
Tw o
recruiting sessions
were held recently in the
Student Center and interest
was fairly high.
Presently, 6 M SC students
arc participating in R O T C
through a cross-enrollment
agreement with SH U .
T h e recent debate about the
draft has had no effect on
interest in R O T C .
“We are working closely
with the administration to offer
2 introductory courses next
semester,” Mylnarski said,
during an interview last week
in his SH U office.
Interest was high during the
r e c r u itin g e f f o r t s m ade
recently, particularly among
veterans, he said. “ Many
veterans have had a taste of
Army life as enlisted men and
want to return as officers,” the
6 foot infantry officer said. “ I
also distributed a lot of
literature about scholarships,”
he added.
,
“ In fact, 1 M SC student, a
female cadet who has been with
the R O T C Program for 3

y e a rs , has ju s t w on a
scholarship,” he continued.
“’The-scholarship pays full
tui tion ,, books, and academic
fees,” Mylnarski said.
“ I’ve had some negative
feedback from the students
about the possibility of a draft
while I was recruiting, but that
decision is in the hands of the
President and Congress,” he
said. “ I see no increase or
decrease in interest in R O T C
because of it,” Mylnarski
added.
T w o sections o f the course
“ Introduction to the US Army
and R O T C ” will be taught at
M SC next semester, Mylnarski
said. “T h e course will cover
the R O I C Program at SH U ,
career options in the Army,
and leadership techniques. One
section will be on Wednesday
morning and the other in the
afternoon,” he said. “T his
course is for freshmen and
sophomores. People taking it
incur no obligation to the
A rm y," he stressed.
“T he following semester the
introductory course will be
offered again and a 2d course
covering map reading will be
added for those students who
wish to continue in the
program. No obligation is
incurred until the student’s
junior year when the student
must decide whether to
continue or not and the Army
must decide whether to accept
the student into the advanced
program or not. If both
decisions are yes the student

must sign a contract saying he
or she will accept a commission
upon graduation,” Mylnarski
explained.
“ A student in the advanced
program must commute to
SH U 1 afternoon a week to
take advanced courses for
which the cadet is paid $100 a
month. He also must attend a 6
week training session at an
Army post during the summer
between his junior and senior
years for which he is paid
around $5 0 0 ,” he continued.
“ Another option available to
M SC students which generated
interest among students is the
Basic Camp,” Mylnarski said.
“ Under this option instead of
taking classes at M SC during
their first 2 years, they would
attend a 6 week training session
at Ft. Knox, K Y during the
summer after their sophomore
year under no obligation. For
completing this training a
student receives about $500
and 6 c r e d its to w a rd s
graduation from M SC. Even if
the student decides not to enter
the advanced program they can
keep the money and credits,”
he explained.
“T h e camp teaches the
fundamental skills of being a
good leader in the Army,” the
blond haired, blue eyed officer
said. “ I already have 5 M SC
students interested in taking
this option,” he said.
Mylnarski can be reached at
the military science department
at SH U for further informa
tion.

sheets and envelopes o f classic
laid finish paper costs $92.70 as
compared to $45.25 for 1,000
sheets and envelopes of plain
white bond paper.
B o n d M e rce r, an o th er
printer of Carefree Printing
C o., stated, “T h e charge for
1.000 sheets and envelopes o f
classic laid paper is $94 and the
charge for the same amount o f
plain white bond paper is
$ 4 5 .6 0 .” Kay Vali, from
Totow a Standard Mailing
Service, said, “Due to the high
expense of classic laid paper we
do not carry it in stock.” Evans
said, “T h e classic laid paper is
simply a very fancy and seldom
used paper.”
Evans said, “There is no
charge for the use of black ink. I
charge $15 for the use o f a
colored ink such as brown.”
He continued, “T his is a flat
rate and, therefore, it doesn’t'
make a difference whether it is
2 sheets o f 2,000 that use the
brown ink. T h e fee is still
$ 1 5 .”
Mercer paused for a moment
and said, “ T h e re is no
difference in quality between
the plain ivory and the plain
white paper.” He explained
that the ivory paper is actually
a plain white sheet that has been
dyed, and this is why there is an
extra charge o f $6.50 for every
1.000 sheets.
Rita Heger, director of
p u b lic a tio n s, said, “ T h e
college seal, carpe diem, is still
to be used for o fficia l
documents such as diplomas
and transcripts.” She further
stated, “Basically all college
seals look the same and people
are not able to differentiate
which school the seal belongs
to.” MacVane added, “Seals
also convey a conservative
impression and this is what we
are trying to change.”
Heger stated, “T h e purpose
of the new logo is to present a
more positive and unified
image o f the college.’-’ Heger
said, “T h e logo is to become
the identified symbol o f the
college.” MacVane added, “ Its
intention is to promote M SC
1st and the departments 2d.”
H e concluded, “Having a logo
is more up to date and gives the
college a central thrust.”

lobbying group for college
students. It has 1 paid
employe
David O ’Malley,
executive director, who is the
official lobbyist for NJ state
college students in Trenton.
T h e group also serves as a
c o m m u n i c a t i o n d e v ic e
between the S G A ’s of the
various state colleges.
Tavakoli feels that there is a
la ck o f d e d ic a tio n and
participation on the part o f the
m em ber schools. ^ ‘N JSA has
lost its grass roots support,” he
said.
Galvin, in his report, said
that the group does not have
the proper organization to
effectively lobby in Trenton.
He stated that the responsibili
ty to lobby lies directly with
O ’Malley.
“ I was totally
d is 
a p p o in t e d
w ith h is
(O ’Malley’s) reports, and I
seriously question what he has
done for us this year,” Galvin
commented.
M SC, along with William
Paterson College (W PC ), pays
annual dues o f $4,000 which is
the highest amount paid by a
member school, Galvin said.
He believes that the NJSA
budget is being wasted.
“ In a time of tight money,
M SC nor any SG A can afford
to throw away jits limited
monetary supply. I ’personally
want to see M SC get the most
for its money and manpower,”
he stated in his report.
Tavakoli went on to say that
once NJSA lost its grass roots
support from the various
S G A ’s it had no resource pool
from which to draw and its
downfall began.
He said, “ For the 1st 5
NJSA
meetings
of this
school year, M SC was the only
school to send a full delegation.
We question the leadership o f
the group. T hey need someone
to create incentive for schools
to be involved.”

t

*

Galvin feels that the concept
o f a sta te w id e stu d e n t
association is necessary to fill
th e c o m m u n ic a tio n gap
between the state colleges.
“But under present conditions
as N JSA is presently set up,
this function cannot be carried
out effectively,” he said. He
believes that the N JSA power
has been fragmented because
each individual college SG A is
trying to maintain its strong
image.
In c o n c lu sio n , G alv in
expressed his opinion that
MSC should pay its dues for
this past fall semester, since we
participated in the group for
that time, and out of respect for
the other schools.

*
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Campus Police Report

Roommate
scuffle

L a n a c h iiE

by Chris Carroll
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by Lynn S. Zlotnick
The Admissions Office has a
new computer which can list
information about 1000’s of
students at the touch of a
button.
Alan Buechler, director of
admissions, said that the new
IBM System 6/440 Word
P r o c e s s o r w ill in c re a s e
efficiency in the Admissions
Office, improve the image
M SC'projects to prospective
freshmen, and aid student
recruitment efforts.
Acquired
in
November
1979, the word processor is
being leased from IBM at $800
per month, Buechler stated.
When the Admissions Office
makes a final decision about
acceptance of MSC applicants,
the information is fed into the
computer, Buechler said. At
the touch of a button, the
machine produces 1000’s of
personalized acceptance letters
with addressed envelopes to
send them in, he added. These
ietters will project a better

_ J1

image to prospective M SC
freshmen, because each letter
lo o k s hand ty p e d , and
mentions the student’s major,
Buechler pointed out.
Improving M SC ’s image is
the chief reason for acquiring
the computer, according to
Buechler. “We need to put
forth our best image, because
our competitors are,” Buechler
said. T h e computer will free
admissions receptionists from
time consuming typing and
copying, giving them more
time to devote to students’
ad m ission s p ro b lem s, he
added. Buechler also said that
he hopes increased enrollment
will result from the increased
efficiency.
“T h e word processor helps
to speed up the admissions
process, and in this day and
age, speed is the word,”
Buechler stated. Buechler said
that he hopes that the computer
can eventually be utilized by
other departments on campus
for departmental newsletters

and student listings. “T h e
system really earns its bread
and butter when it can do other
things,” he said.
T h e computer is being leased
instead of purchased because if
a better system evolves, MSC
isn’t tied to the present system,
Buechler said. A better system,
according to Buechler, is 1
which may link the Admis
sions Office computer with the
r e g is tr a tio n c o m p u te r,
speeding up the registration
process.
Seated in his spacious
College Hall office, Buechler
quickly pointed out that the
IBM 6/440 isn’t really a
computer. “Computers give
statistics. T his device is a word
processor; it only gives lists, it
doesn’t actually compute,” he
explained.
Buechler said he searched 3
years for this word processor.
T he IBM 6/440 was chosen
because it uses standard office
stationary-, thus omitting extra
stationary costs, Buechler said.

LAST CHANCE! TO PICK UP 0»
1979 vearbooK (La campana)
Yearbooks can be picked up during office
hours in the SGA Office, or at the special
table in the Student Center Lobby.
Get
your
yearbook
while
supplies last!
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La Campana is a Class 1 Organization of the SGA,
"Students Serving Students"

I n c id e n ts o f a s s a u lt,
s u sp ic io u s p e r s o n s , and
disorderly persons plagued the
MSC campus in the past 2
weeks.
T w o roommates in Freeman
Hall signed complaints against
each other on March 5, 1980
fo llo w in g an aggrav ated
assault over a disagreement
over the ownership of a set o f
keys.
Three students reported on
March 4, 1980, at 12:12 am,
that they were threatened and
assaulted by some unknown
individuals in a passing car
while they were walking alone
on Normal Ave.
A disorderly person’s report
was filed by Gail Bergman on
March 5 ,1 9 8 0 , at 6:35 pm after
an unidentified male had
become verbally abusive to her
in the Music Building.
A resident o f Bohn Hall
reported a suspicious person in
her room on March 7, 1980, at
2:20 am.

rooms in the Music Building in
a loud and abusive manner.
Bergman approached the male
and, in return, he became
verbally abusive to her. When
he would not identify himself,
she called the cRmpus police.
T he male then fled the building
and a search of the area was
n eg ativ e. O ffic e r D ebra
Newcombe responded.
O f f i c e r P a u l W u rz e l
responded to the call in Bohn
Hall in connection with a
suspicious person’s report.The
resident reported that an
unidentified male opened the
door to her room and stood in
the doorway. She screamed
and the male fled. A search of
the area by Wurzel and officer
Charles Jones was negative.
Marchini reported that she
saw an individual come into the
gallery twice, spend a few
minutes there each time, and
then sit on 1 of the benches in
the vicinity of College High.
Marchini stated that she is
familiar with the majority of art

While she and her roommate were in
their beds, she heard the door open and
saw a male enter the room.
Julie Marchin reported on
Marchó, 1980, at 2:25 pm that
a suspicious person was
loitering in Gallery One.
O n e o f th e roommates
involved in the aggravated
assault report at Freeman Hall
allegedly approached the other
with a knife and gave him a
small puncture in his hand. T he
injured roommate was alleged
to have threatened the other
with a fork and a stick. The 2
roommates filed complaints
against each other and a court
date has been set. Officers
A lb ert S a g er and Jo h n
Johnston responded.
O fficer H erbert L lo y d
responded to the report o f the 3
Istudents who were threatened
by unknown persons on
Normal Ave. One of the
students reported that while
walking down the road, a car
with 3 males in it drove by.
One of the occupants of the car
held a knife out of the car
window. T h e car turned
around and headed back
towards them and they ran and
hid. T h e car then headed down
Normal Ave. towards Valley
Rd. T h e students went to
campus police headquarters
and filed the report.
Bergman reported that an
unidentified male was ordering
people out of the practice

students in the building but she
didn’t recognize him. Officers
Howard Smith and Robert
Williams searched the area but
could not locate the individual.
A theft in Bohn Hall was
reported on March 6, 1980, at
1:50 am. The victim stated that
while she and her roommate
were in their beds, she heard
the door open and saw a male
enter the oom. The door had
been locked, she reported. The
unidentified male turned on the
light for a second, took a wallet
from a purse on the desk, and
then left the room. The victim
stated that she had seen the
individual before and that it is
possible that he is a resident of
the dorm. Officer Charles
Jones responded to the call.
Jones also responded to a
' report o f damage in the Student
Center on March 11, 1980, at
4:48 pm. Bob Lager showed
Jones damage to 2 doors in the
Student Center. The damage
appeared to be caused by a
small caliber weapon, possibly
a gas projected pistol or a BB
gun. There are no suspects,
pending further investigation.
A gas cap and approximately
$ 15 worth of gas were reported
stolen from an unattended car
in Parking Lot 14 on March
12, 1980, at 1 pm .Thevalu eof
the gas cap is $6.
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MOHS BNOB

HOME MADE CANDY
Greek Night: Last Wednesday
of Every Month
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Serving Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner

MOH t SNOB

Upper M ontclair, N J
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coalition. T h e Quarterly and
Reflections staffs have had a
joint meeting and Quarterly has
offered to help its sister
p u b lica tio n in any way
possible. As for the publication
of submissions he said, “All
names on submissions are
blocked out when read by the
staff to insure that the work is
selected on merit alone.” The
final decision to renew or nor
to renew their charter will be
debated in coming weeks.
T he Black Athlete “ Rise”
Organization (B A R O ) was
granted a Class 3 charter. The
organization’s purpose is to
help Black athletes stay in
college, and to tutor and raise
the consciousness of youths
in o rp h an ages and high
schools. Black athletes can take
advantage of the buddy-study
program and research group in
order to improve academic
performance. Members tutor,
lecture, and serve as a source of
gu id an ce at K ilb a reh ia n
Orphanage and Synder High
School.
The
SGA Directory of
students and campus organiza
tion phone numbers will be
available next week. T h e will
be distributed along with The
Mont clarion.

MOHS ONOO

m e r g in g o f Q u a r t e r l y ,
Reflections, and possibly 3
other similar organizations was
discussed. Concerned students
also voiced objections that the
literary selection process was
biased. Ilan Strasser, editor-inchief of Quarterly, responded to
all arguments. He stated that all
m agazines have different
purposes and to merge them
would be disastrous,harming
all publications in the possible

M H IW O O

Q u a rterly , the cam pus
literary magazine of the SG A ,
came up for annual Class 1
recharter. Some legislators
argued that the club should not
be granted Class 1 status with
concomitant budget and office
space because all magazines on
campus do not have such assets.
T h e prime example used was
R eflection s m agazine, the
multi-lingual periodical.

M U M M

by Karen Dalton
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Sorulce
has started!!
Don't walk unprotected at night!!
%

Escorts will have identification and will
provide protection for you.

Call 833-5222 for anescort!
OPERATION HOURS:

\

10:30 pm -1:30 am
10:30 pm - 2:30 am

Monday - Friday
Thursday

The SGA ESCORT SERVICE is from your Student Government, "Students Serving Students'
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Guns not
needed
W e do n ot feel that it is necessary that the campus police
o f M S C carry guns.
W e feel that the m ajority o f crim es on this campus will
n ot be deterred by a face to face con fron tation with a gun.
A basic campus police report consists o f various petty
thefts; stolen briefcases, stolen typew riters, stolen car
bum pers and hubcaps, dorm thefts and dam age to college
property by fire and oth er means.
W e m aintain that none o f the above offenses can be
stopped b y the fact that our campus police m ay carry guns.
It is a sad fact that any college cam pus, w hich ob v iou sly is in
possession o f m ovable valuables such as ty p ew riters, must
take into account that they are considered “ good h its” by
crim inals.
W e do n ot in any w ay mean to present the M S C campus
as en tirely safe but on the other hand, U pper M ontclair has
never been considered a m ajor m etropolitan city such as
N ew Y o rk , w here danger is alm ost a given.
W e have not heard o f o r seen reported the typ e o f crim es,
such as hom icide, rape and kidnapping, that w ould be
alleviated b y the cam pus police carrying guns.
It is ou r opinion that until this point the campus police
have managed to do their jobs w ithout the use o f guns, and
w e feel that granting the use o f guns to the campus police
w ould cause m ore problem s than it w ould help the ty p e o f
crim e on campus.

Im age isn 't
everything
A college m ay have the best scholastic record on the
books o r the w orst but we feel stron gly that no am ount o f
im pressive stationery o r expensive m achinery is going to
attrack students by the “ im age” th ey project especially
during a period o f declining enrollm ent.
W e w onder w hy m oney is being spent on projecting a
superficial “ im age” w hile cutbacks are felt in the area’s
students are m ost interested in —their ch oice o f courses and
the professors w ho teach them .
W e feel that the foundations o f M S C ’s “ im age” will be
shaky if built on letterheads and m achinery.
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On Second Thought/Meryl Yourish

Dictionary fever
At little after 6:1 0 am, the
earth crossed that imaginary
line in the heavens and spring
officially arrived. Since I have
been hearing the term “ vernal
equinox” for years, this year I
decided to find out exactly
what it means. T h e search for
those 2 words turned up an
astounding number of terms
that I had always thought were
s la n g . M y d i c t i o n a r y ,
however, disagrees with me.
Well, 1 dictionary does.
Along with my “free”
subscription to Tim e magazine,
I received the Webster’s N ew
Ideal Dictionary. T h e only thing
wrong with this dictionary is
that it does not differentiate
between slang terminology
and “good” English.
After finding out that
“ swum” is the past participle o f
“ swim” (say it isn’t so, Dr.
Miller!), I decided to compare
the New Ideal Dictionary (N ID )
with Random House’s American
College Dictionary (A CD ).
For instance, N ID says that
“ throw up” is a perfectly
accep tab le p h rase. A C D
disagrees. I found several other
words that the A C D says are
nonexistent—“third
world,”
“transcendental meditation,”
“off-the-record,”
“heart-toh e a r t ,” “ h i p p i e ,” and
“jabberwocky.” Most of these
can be attributed to the fact that
the N ID is an earlier edition,
although Lewis Carroll might
have been upset to find that
“ ja b b e r w o c k y ” has now
become a word meaning

“nonsense” instead of a poem
by Carroll.
The “s’s” were a lot o f fun.
Did you know “soli” is the
plural o f “solo?” Did you care?
That “slunk” is the past tense
o f “slink?” Does that mean
“thunk” is the past tense of
“think?” That “fun” is the past
tense of “ fin?” Did you also
know that “scrunch” and
“splotch” can be found in both
dictionaries?
There is a “ squash,” and
although there is no “ squish,”
we do have “squeegee.” What
happened to “sqush?”
Jesus freaks, take heart. Both
dictionaries contend report that
there is a “Supreme Being.”
T h e “ h ’s ” w ere also
amusing. Hysterical, actually.
Some of the expressions I
found include “ h iggled ypiggledy” (you don’t want to
know what that means),
harum-scarum, hobbledehoy,
and (y e s , a lle y ca t fans)
“hokey-pokey.”
There are “ haves,” “havenots," “ H -bomb,” “hatchetface,” “horse sense,” “horse
opera” (unacknowledged by
A CD ), “highfalutin,” and, (the
jo k e ’s on y o u ), “ higher
ed u cation .” At least the
dictionary thinks there is such a
thing, although Gov. Brendan
Byrne is doing his best to prove
It wrong.
Oh. I almost forgot “hoitytoity.” And a hoity-toity to
you, too, Brendan.
T h e name “Jack” is wellrepresented in the dictionary.

We have “Jack Frost,” “jackin - t h e - b o x ,” “ ja c k -o f-a lltrades,” and “Jack-o’-lantern.”
And l e t ’ s n ot fo r g e t
“jackhammer.”
Although a lot of these
words sound like mumbo
ju m b o , th a t, to o is an
acknowledged phrase. So are
“heart-to-heart,” “head over
heals,” “turn off,” “ turn on,”
“turn up,” “turn down,” “turn
over,” and “turn to.”
With a nod to modem
technology, we find “turbojet
en g in e,” “ space sta tio n ,”
“ s u p e r h i g h w a y , ” an d
“supersonic.” Isn’t modem
technology wonderful?
T h e next time you say “a
whole slew of slang,” you can
tell your professor that “slew”
is in the dictionary, too. And
not just as the past tense of
“slay.”
O h , I alm ost fo rg o t,
“ vernal” means “pertaining to
spring,” and “equinox” is
when the sun crosses the
equator and day and night are
equal.
I could go on and on and on,
but I think I’m going to stop
here. People are going to think
I’m an extremely strange
person who gets her kicks out
of reading dictionaries. I think
I’ll just go home and conjugate
some verbs.
M eryl Yourish is the assignment
editor.

by Garry Trudeau
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Students Speak

Holocaust near?

Soapbox

by John Vallancourt and Sue Schnaidt

Furr beware

“D o you think that a nuclear holocaust is a present danger?’

“Yes, there is a chance of a nuclear
holocaust if you are not a Christian. If
you are a Christian, or
nave Jesus on your
side, you have nothing
to worry about.”
Francis Gumerlock
1983/home economics

“ It’s not a danger at the moment, but
in time it will be because other countries
are developing nuclear weapons which
they plan to use. Many
countries already have
these weapons which
could be put into use
right now.”
Kendall Boone
19X 2/business adminis- ; ,
tration

“ I guess there is always a chance.
Dwelling on the possibility of the
occurrence of a nuclear holocaust won’t
solve the pfpblem. I
just hope1 weTfe not
dunib enough to do it
J
to ourselves.”
Sue Bacalhau
1 9 8 0 /marketing

a

“ No. I think there is a certain amount
of hype going on surrounding nuclear
management. But I think most of it is
just hype. We have more than enough
technological means to
suffice any irregulari
ty that might occur.
We are often influenc
ed b y th e press
unduly.”
Ken Mallory
1 9 8 0 /health professions

“Yes. I think any war with the U SSR
would be bound to end up as a nuclear
war because one can’t reasonably
expect a country not to use a weapon
that would be advantageous over the
opponent. N uclear
w e a p o n s a re no
exception.
I think
nuclear disarmament is
imperative.”

“N o, I don’t. Right now I think
everything is pretty well under control.
It might be a future concern due to re
search, but I think we
are in no danger at the
present time.

“Yes, it is very possible. While we are
living in suburban oblivion the world’s
most powerful men are busy competing
to prove
gressive
strength am making
destructive use o7
modern technology.”
Joanne Connelly
1 9 8 0/fine arts

Fatty Hahner
1981 /hom e economics
“No. I think that the balance of
power in the world today is such that
nuclear war is not feasible. Cold war is
far more probable and
p r o b a b ly in th e
outcome will be just as
dangerous.”
Joe Meyer |
1981 /commercial art

Bob Clifford
1981 /industrial arts•

,

“ It makes no difference to anybody
because if it is going to happen, there
won’t be anybody left. I feel sorry for
the people who are not living in nuclear
countries because they
will have to deal with
the fallout.”

Stephen DiFranco
1983 /broadcasting'

To the editor:
This is a response to Grover Furr’s
recent article “ Beware of our U S
Leaders,” in the March 6 issue of The
Mont clarion. ■
In it, he proposes an ideology based
on historical myth, which is as valid as
the irrational
thought of Nazi
Germany. Furr is apparently a devout
Marxist.
His benighted views are biased by
this sociopolitical theory, which has
been considered unworkable for at least
100 years, by educated people in all
n o n c o m m u n is t c o u n tr ie s . H is
motivation for this subversive stance is
questionable. Dissidents are not
tolerated at the University of Moscow,
Mr. Furr.
Robert Drelick

S h o w respect
To the editor:
R E : Nora De Palma
I don’t know what you do on
Wednesday nights, but I respect those
students who spend the night, or any of
their time preparing for a rally, or
writing up a leaflet. Like you, of course,
they want to be heard.
It’s not nice to knock “misplaced
plastic flower children,” just to
compose a clever article. Remember,
plastic doesn’t break down.... Peace.
Denise Finney
1 9 8 2 /English

Guest Spot

Police need protection too
by Dave Yourish
Should the MSC campus police have
guns? M y answer is yes; some of them
should be able to carry legitimate tools
in order to protect their own lives and
ours.
Contrary to what you may think,
most of the police at this institution
happen to be excellent officers. Yes,
there are some bad apples in the barrel,
but that doesn’t spoil the whole bunch.
The general feeling is that the police
fool around and don’t do their job.
People think that all they do is patrol
the Q uarry.To those people I, say go
down to the police, stay with them for
about 3 hours, and then you will clearly
see exactly what they do. I think you
will find them most cooperative if you
do this, and I think they can answer a lot
o f your questions.
Another problem that students seem
to have is getting the security officers
and the police officers mixed up. A
security officer does not have the power
to arrest someone; he does not go to the
same academy that the police officers go
to; and he can’t carry a gun.
The police officers on this campus are
trained in the same state barracks where

other state law enforcers are trained.
They are state law officers, with the
power o f transferring to any other state
c o lle g e . I f th e y , fo r ex am p le,
transfer
to Kean College (Kean),
that same officer, who at M SC couldn’t
carry a weapon, would then be able to
carry a gun at Kean. O r if an officer at
M SC lands a municipal job, he then
would be able to carry a weapon.
Most of the cops on this campus have
expressed the desire to carry a gun.
Some of them have been attacked by
students and injured. But more
importantly, the crime rate at M SC is
up. All crimes are up. G o to the police
station and look at the weapons that the
police have confiscated. These weapons
are a little dangerous—a 6 inch knife,
and a 12 inch one, just to name a few.
Choose your weapon.
But the biggest problem that the
police face is Jayne Rich, chief of
campus police. She doesn’t feel that the
police need guns here. Rich comes from
Washington, D C and says that she has
never carried a gun while on duty. That
may be so, but this is not Washington,
and serious crimes do occur at this
campus. Last semester, 1 officer was
punched in the jaw. Through the years,

officers on this campus have been
attacked. It’s never been brought to the
students attention before, and that’s
because there was never a campus police
report before to inform the students.
T h at’s the purpose of the report.
With a chief of police against the idea
of guns, the feeling on the police force
must not be good. Also, Elliot
M in in b e rg , v ice p resid en t for
administration and finance and Rich’s
boss, also feels that the police don’t need
guns. With these 2 fighting against the
guns, it makes for internal problems
within the force, and a deterioration of
police services.
I’m not asking for all the police to be
armed; I’m simply supporting that the
qualified police on this campus be given
the right that they would hold at any
municipal job. A right that should have
never been taken away from them in the
1st place.
Most of you may think that the police
here should never have guns. Well, at
Kean the police were granted their guns
and the crime rate has dropped since
then. Law breakers are hesitant to go to
Kean and break the law because the
police have guns there. However, at
M SC, we don’t even have a restricted

use of 1 gun. People know that. Look at
our crime rate; it’s up. Look at Kean’s;
it’s down.
If you were going to steal, or try
something illegal, where would you go
1st, to M SC where you have no chance
of getting hurt, or to Kean, where if you
pull a weapon on a police officer there,
you have a chance of getting your head
blown off?
Finally, the way the police should be
allowed to have weapons, so no
incidents happen, should go something
like this. T he regular day shift 8 am-4
pm only should have access to the
weapons, locked in headquarters. The
2d shift, which if from 4 - 12pm, should
have armed police officers at all times.
Not only that, but each month they
should have to pass a shooting test, to
show that they can handle a gun.
The police officers on this campus
aren’t a joke; they take their job
seriously. Yes, sometimes we get some
bad officers, and if you see 1, report him
to the chief, or to Mininberg. Don’t just
assume that all the police are like the 1
you just saw, because they are not.
Dave Yourish is the managing editor.
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Improving M S C programs
traditional college aged cohort has been
underway at M SC for the last 3 years. I
am convinced that sound enrollment
planning, improvement in our retention
efforts, and the continued development
of a quality image through our

by Robert E. MacVane
In the continuing clamor for
improved recruitment and retention
programs at colleges and universities
across the nation, 1 of the root problems
is often overlooked. It is the common
lack of clearly defined institutional
goals in these areas. T o o many
institutions focus on emulating the
“ g reat” universities and remain
unaware of, or indifferent to, their own
distinctive needs and/or potential.

graduates and marketing materials will
prevent sudden changes in our
enrollment level that we might
otherwise experience in 1983.
Significant progress has been made
during the last 18 months with the
development of quality marketing
materials to tell the real “ M SC Story.”
We have received our 1st View Book
which is designed to assist prospective
students in making the right choice for
their college experiences. In the

They know little about themselves,
their constituents, and what these
constituents, on or off campus, expect
of them. One reason for this failure is
the fact that communication between
c o n s t i t u e n t g r o u p s r e g a r d in g
institutional activities in these areas is
usually inadequate and frequently
nonexistent.

planning stages to complement this
View Book and college catalogs that have
been produced by the director of
p u b lic a tio n s, M rs. H eg er, are
adm issions packets, departm ental
brochures, and reference materials for

T h e impending decrease in the
traditional college aged population
during the ’8 0 ’s, and thus increased
com petition am ong colleges and
universities for quality students, has
made recruitment and retention vital
factors for the continued viability of
higher education during the decade
ahead.

high school and community college
guidance offices. During Hewer’s
absence from the college, Wanda Kline,
interim director of publications,will
complete the projects currently in
process and develop a coordinated
th ru st fo r m a rk etin g m aterials
envisioned for the future.

Planning to meet the challenges
resulting from a sharp decline in the

Recruitment still remains a primary
function of the Admissions Office. In
addition to the visits by our staff to our
prim ary sources for prospective
students, we are conducting a direct
mail campaign to 5,000 students
identified through the College Entrance
Examination Board Student Search
Service (C E EB SSS) as individuals that
would be interested in program
opportunities at M SC. A 2d search
which identified 700 minority students
from the co u n ties w ith in our
geographical area, and a direct mail
campaign to them have been added to the
many other approaches employed by
our recruitment staff to attract a larger
number of minorities in keeping within
the goals o f the administration and
Board of Trustees.
Finally, the collection and analysis of
much needed data concerning ourselves
and our constituents has been initiated
by our institutional researcher, Dr.
Rene Gimbrere. With the results o f his
studies and the necessary human
interaction across this community, we
are in a good position to institute
programs for recruitment and retention
which will allow us to meet the
challenges of the ’80’s and achieve the
desired results.
Robert E. MacVane is the vice president
fo r academic services.

Knowledge
lacking
T o the editor
It was with overwhelming
shock and then disgust that I
read Stephen Kantrowitz’s
review in the March 13 issue of
T h e M o n t c l a r i o n o f the
Macomber
violin “ concert.
Having been a professional
music critic in The Brooklyn
Times in the past, I recognize
full well the pitfalls of
subjective esthetic impres
sions. However, the most valid
and v a lu a b le s u b je c tiv e
reactions are based upon a
k n o w le d g e , s e n s i t i v i t y ,
objectivity, experience and
appreciation, which Kantrow i t z . a p p e a r s t o la c k
completely.
It is a poor reflection upon
The Montclarion that they must
give any student-any unpaid
labor so to speak-the power of
journalistic commentary. One
w o u ld h o p e t h a t T h e
Montclarion would have at least
some minimal requirements for
the qualitative background and
judgment o f their writers.
Karen Goodman Rettner
music department

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
SHIFT AVAILABLE:
11 am— 3 pm
SALARY: $5.03/hour to start, progressing to
$8.38/hour
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Jo h n sto n resigns
by Louis Lavelle
“For the same reason Walt
W h itm a n w r o t e a b o u t
Lincoln,”
Percy Johnston
wrote a memorial to John F.
Kennedy in the form of a book
o f p o e try e n title d Sean
Pendragon Requiem. However,
Johnston said, “ I didn’t vote
for him. Frankly, I didn’t see
any difference between him
and N ixon.”
Johnston, a teacher in the
English department, director of
the Afro-American Studies
Program, and faculty advisor
to t h e B la c k S t u d e n t
Cooperative Union (B SC U ),
is resigning as of Wed., Dec.
31, 1980.
Johnston said, “ I’m an artist,
and I don’t think any artist can
stay in any institution of higher
education for any length of
time—not the same institution
anyway. It’s not easy to be an

seat in the Rathskeller he
explained, “ I was born into a
show business family.”
His mother played the harp
and directed choruses and plays
while his father was a drummer
with, among other bands, Sam
Wooding—the 2d oldest living
jazz band leader in the world.
His mother’s father bought a
film projector from Thomas
Edison in 1894 and was 1 of the
1st to exhibit a film.
At 3 years old, Johnston was
tap dancing on stage while his
mother was performing in
concert. “ 1 don’t remember it
myself,” he said, “but my
mother has pictures to frame
me with.”
At 1 time in his life, Johnston
was a percussionist in a band of
his own making. T h e name? “ I
d o n ’t k n o w - - th e P e rc y
Jo h n s to n A ll-S ta r s , " he
remembered.

probably the greatest invention
human beings have come up
with so far.”
Right now, he is working
with the BSC U Drama Group
in producing his own Emporer
D essalnies—z jazz tragedy
about the Haitian revolution.
He has just been asked to write
a play set in Iroqudis history
fo r t h e N Y C N a t i v e
Americans in The Arts Drama
Group—he’s part Cherokee
h im se lf—te n ta tiv e ly title d
Maybe It’ll Work This Time.
In his green corduroy hat,
burgundy sweater, blue denim
jacket, and corduroy pants, he
sat in the very building, he said,
that outdates the MSC he likes.
“T he M SC I like was over a
decade ago. It predates most of
these buildings,” he said,
encompassing the campus with
a single gesture of his hand.
Recalling the earlier days of his

The next great
Ann Landers
by Tony Provoloe
Basking in the warmth of the
late afternoon sun in the now
deserted S tu d en t C en te r
Cafeteria she served for so
long. Rose Mango relaxes after
a hard day’s work. She has seen
4 graduating classes come and
go, but still she said, “ It keeps
me young at heart.”
Mango has been working the
cash register in the cafeteria for
the past 8 years. For 9 years
before that, she worked in the
snack bar in Life Hall, tallying
an amazing 17 years of service
to the college community.
H e r a f f in it y fo r her
coworkers, supervisors, and
especially her students,"is what
keeps Mango working the 6:30
am-3 pm shift day after day.
She said, “ It’s the environment.
I love every minute of it
because I treat each of these
kids as if they w ere my own.’’

Mango enjoys working with
h er “ s u p e r io r s ” H e n ry
Nesbitt, director of food
services, and Harold Ostroff,
manager of business services.
She laughed, “ I’ll bet they’ll
love to see that in the paper.”
Mango has known Ann
Catalano, friend and fellow
cashier, for 8 years. They have
been close ever since Mango
came to work in the center
when it was built in 1972.
“ We’re like ham and eggs,"‘she
punned.
Mango remembers 1 girl in
particular who she would
rather not name. “She broke up
with her fella and was very
upset about it. I told her not to
take it so hard. It all epded up
well,” she said.

O f the students, Mango said,
“T h ey treat me like a mother,
like Ann Landers.” ’

Lose weight, feel great
by Lorraine M atthew s

Percy Johnston, a professor in the English department.
artist and an aTssociate of a
college or university.”
Johnston has 4 books of
poems and inclusion in 7
anthologies of poetry behind
him. “ If you want titles,” he
said, “ I can give them.”
He has produced a number
o f Sh ak esp earean p lay s,
including Hamlet and The
Merry Wives o f Winsdor, and
has written and produced a few
of his own works.
Johnston has also written
books on philosophy and on
criticism such as Phenomonology
o f Space and Tim e and William
Shakespeare: Pioneer o f Modern
Free Verse.
Johnston was born in N Y C
and has lived in Washington,
DC and Richmond, V A ,
although “not in any particular
sequence.” In any 1 year, he
said, he would have lived in
each of these 3 cities. From his

Coffee and confusion is the
name of a small theater in DC
that Johnston operated when
he was 2 6 y e a rs o ld .
Surrounded by budding young
filmmakers, poets, writers, and
musicians—some of whom
went on to make their names in
the business—Johnston would
stay open until 5 am. At the
present, he is operating a N Y C
theater, Studio Tangerine.
Jo h n s to n has attended
Dunbar High School and
Howard University (H U ) in
DC; St. Peter’s College (P C ) in
Jersey City, N J; Long Island
U n iv e rs ity ( L I U ) ; N ew
School for Social Research
(N SSR ), and MSC.
Although he is not married
now, he has been 3 times before
to what he considers “ 3 of the
most wonderful women in the
world.” Thinking back, he
said, “ I think the family is

14 year career at.M SC he said,
“ We had an inadequate plant in
those days; we were cramped.
The English department was
all in 1 room, faculty met once a
month, and everybody knew
each other.”
Johnston said, “ I enjoyed
my stay at MSC. I think I’ll
miss the students most, the
staff, and some of the faculty.”
J u s t th e n , a frie n d o f
Johnston’s, referred to only as
Tim , came qver to say hello.
After he left, Johnston
turned around and explained
that T im ’s sister had dropped
out of M SC. When Johnston
found out, he called her up and
told her to get back to school.
He said, “At least she know$
there’s somebody here who
cares.”

What exactly is fitness? How
do you know whether you are
fit? The answers to these
questions are based upon
individual needs,
personal
goals, and different lifestyles.
As college students, we are
obviously not in the same
shape as a healthy, physically
fit lumberjack. But there is no
need to be.
The definition of fitness is
flexible: you are fit if you can
work effectively all day at your
normal tasks; if you have
enough energy left at the day’s
end to invest in leisure
activities; and if you have the
stam ina and strength to
w ithstand an unexpected
physical emergency. Running
to catch the shuttle bus or
h e lp in g y o u r ro o m m a te
rearrange the furniture in your
room are examples of the latter.
Physical fitness involves 2
things: energy and exercise.
Let’s 1st consider energy—
what is it? Energy is measured
in calories. T o maintain your
weight you should take in just
as many calories as you
e x p e n d . T o d e te r m in e
approximately
how many
calories you need each day to
m a in ta in y o u r w e ig h t ,
multiply your present weight
by 16. Remember, this is just a
guide because not everyone is
built the same.
If you have the rime and
desire to religiously count
calories, great! You have half of
the battle of dieting won. But if
not, here’s a way to count
calories by not actually
counting them 1 by 1. It’s very
simple. Eat the 4 basic food
groups each day and stick to
the required number and size of
servings. That means 1 bowl of

cereal for breakfast, not half the
box.
If you’re like most people
you’ve probably been hearing
about the 4 basic food groups
since grammar school. So what
are they anyway? Read on.
Meats Fish
2 servings daily
A serving could be 2 or 3
ounces of tuna, pork, beef,
poultry, fish, lamb, or veal.
Substitutions include cheese,
cooked dried peas and beans,
nuts or seeds, and peanut
butter.
Bread Cereal
4 servings daily
A serving could be a slice of
bread, 1 ounce of cereal, or a
hall cup of pasta. These
provide carbohydrates
for
energy, some protein, and B
vitamins.
Vegetable Fruit
4 servings daily
A serving could be a banana, an
orange, half cup strawberries,
an apple, 2.5 cups peas, and a
lettuce salad.
I his group
provides vitamin C, vitamin A,
minerals, and other vitamins.
Milk
4 cups daily
Each serving provides protein,
calcium, phosphorus, and other
nutrients. Substitutions include
yogurt, cheese, and ice-cream.
Whether you re out to lose
weight or just out for a good
time, remember the more
involved you get and the more
you enjoy what you’re doing,
the better your whole system
will work.
If you want to burn up
enough calories so you can
enjoy a banana split without
feeling guilty,or it you want to
lose weight taster, read next
w e e k ’ s e d itio n o f T h e
Montclarion for some tips on
exercising.

by Donna Marino
“ Have I ever cheated? ” a 2
time Dean’s List student asked
with a look o f disbelief. “Ha!
Does a bird fly?”
C o n t r a r y to p o p u la r
opinion, honor students do not
stay up till all hours and burn
the midnight oil.
“ My social life comes 1st,”
Steve Dempsey, a Dean’s List
student admitted. “ If I have
any time left after I take care of
my clubs and other stuff, I’ll
cram,” Dempsey explained.
Scratching his head, covered
with a blue Ram’s ski cap
topped with a dirty white pom
pom, Dempsey said, “ It’s pot
luck when I make the Dean’s
List. I don’t study constantly.
T he list is really no big deal.”
T h e light brown haired
junior, a recreation therapy
major, explained that his
position as president pro
tempore of the SG A takes up
much of his spare time.
“ 1 also play water polo, swim
competitively on the M SC
swim team, and belong to the
S e n a te f r a t e r n it y ,” th e
outgoing, hazel eyed Dempsey
said.
“ As far as studying goes, I
have certain habits. I have to
have 4 cookies before I can
study and 4 more while I’m

studying. I have to unwind
before I can study, so I walk the
dog or go for a swim,”
Dempsey said, chuckling from
behind his hand.
“Oh, yeah,” he continued,
b r e a k in g in t o a w id e ,
embarrassed smile, “ I’ve got to
sing to myself while I study. It
keeps me alert.”
T h e 20-year-old Dempsey
said that being a Dean’s List
student has not made a big
difference in his life. “My
friends haven’t changed,”
Dempsey claimed. “T h ey ’re
still the same old bunch of
derelicts,” he added laughing
ly“ I go out every night
because I have such a busy
social life,” sophomore Dawn
Miller said. “ I really study
only before finals. My job and
the clubs I belong to in my
church take up so much time.
There really isn’t much left
over for stu d y in g ,” she
continued.
Running her fingers through
her hair, which circled her head
like a crown o f dark feathers,
she admitted that she studies
about 4 hours a week. “ I don’t
sit in the house every night, like
most of my friends think. I’d
get sick of it,” she exclaimed
brightly, tucking her slim
fingers into the pockets of her

Bonjour jeans.
“ I do set the Dean’s List as
my goal, though,” she said
thoughtfully, and then quickly
added, “ Everybody expects it
o f me. If I get a B in a course,
everyone asks me why it’s not
an A .”
Miller, a computer science
major, who was salutatorian of
her high school graduating
class, said her hobbies are
singing, acting, and playing the
piano. In her spare time, she
sings in the church choir and
works through an agency as a
temporary secretary.
T oying with a tiny, delicate
gold cross hanging from her
neck, she claimed that she never
cheated on a test.
“One time, I was in a
psychology class and the
teacher left the room while we
w e re t a k in g an e x a m .
Everybody began cheating.
When I looked at my paper, I
realized I knew all the
answers,” she exclaimed and
added proudly, “ I didn’t have
to cheat.”
Like his fellow classmates,
sophomore Chester Hadyka
admitted that the Dean’s List
does not mean very much to
him. “ It’s nothing. It’s just a
label,” he said, shaking his head
of long, shaggy brown hair.
“ I don’t try to make the list

every semester. As a matter of
fact. I’ve only made it once,”
Hadyka continued. “T h e only
reason I got on that semester
was because I really studied a
lot—too much,” the 6 foot 4
inch bearded Hadyka quipped.
Dressed in a powder blue
jacket, decorated with a Polish
Vets emblem, Hadyka said that
he holds down 2 jobs. “ I work
as a security guard and as a
clerk. These jobs take up 20 to
25 hours a week of my time and
sometimes interfere with my
school work,” the lanky
business major said, pushing
his silver framedglasses up onto
his nose.
“ When I study, I have to
listen to rock music. I also have
to get up and walk around
every 5 minutes, to stay
awake,” the quiet sophomore
said, holding an accounting
book on his lap.
“ Most o f all, I just want to
get out o f this place. T h at’s
what’s important to me,” he
explained, crossing his long
legs clad in faded blue jeans.
A member of Kappa Delta
Psi, a business fraternity,
Hadyka said he never cheated
in college. “ In high school, it
was different though,” he
confessed. “ After all,” he said,
“ how do you think I got
here?”
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really isn't so fine

by Lori Jersey
Students at M SC have
developed the techniques of
cheating into a Tine art.
Cheating has even been
specialized in that a person
cheats differently depending
on the course, according to
several “cheaters."
•
“ For chemistry or statistics,
you can leave the answer in the
memory o f your calculator and
pass it along to someone else,”
k a lean, blue eyed business major
said. Leaning back with his feet
on his desk, he said that he also
wrote answers on his periodic
ta b le fo r c h e m istry and
compared notes with the girl
next to him.
“ It didn’t help much though;
I failed anyway,” Dave added
with a grin.
John, an outgoing account
ing major, made a distinction
between cheating and just
comparing notes to see if he
was right.
“Sometimes when ' ou’re
doing math you just want to
see if you got the same answer
> as someone else so you can
check your work if it’s
different,” he said as he reached
for more popcorn in the
Rathskeller.

“ It’s hard to cheat in
accounting though; you either
know it or you don’t,” he
added.
As the juke box blared, John
said, “When you get essay
questions to research ahead of
time, but write in class, you can
always get a blue test booklet
and write the answers ahead of
time too. Then when yop get
to the test you just pretend to
write.”

The “ usual” ways to
cheat: w riting on the
desks--a real favorite.—
taping notes to the
chair or person in front
o f you. looking over
your neighbor's
shoulder if you have
good eyes, or even
developing a complex
code o f gestures and
numbers with a friend.

A blond biology major has
used the technique of rolling a
“cheat sheet” and putting it in a
bic pen.

While toying with his pocket
knife in the gameroom he
mentioned the “ usual” ways to
cheat: writing on the desks, a
real favorite, taping notes to a
watchband, taping notes to the
chair or person in front of you,
looking over your neighbor’s
shoulder if you have good
eyes, or even developing a
complex code of gestures and
numbers with a friend.
He said he’s written answers
on his sneakers sometimes; he
was wearing sneakers that
lo o k e d b ran d new and
shockingly white.
Paul, who was formerly an
art history major, has written
answers on the white sweat
bands that athletes wear on
their wrists.
“ I’ve gotten a hold of blue
test booklets and written notes
in them for a test. It doesn’t
look odd if you have a blue test
booklet on your desk,” he said.
“ I don’t know any other
t e c h n i q u e s ,” P a u l said
scratching his beard. “ I’d better
learn some new ones by next
week because I’m about 500
pages behind in reading for a
test,” he joked.

t>v Dennis Bloshuk
“ I remember an incident a
few years ago when a student
plagiarized an M A thesis,” Dr.
Irw in H . G a w le y , vice
president for academic affairs,
said.
“ A student submitted the
thesis and said that it was his
own work,” he continued.
“T h e instructor for the course
was reading it, thought that it
s o u n d e d f a m i l i a r , an d
discovered that the student had
taken an article from a NJ
Geological Society publica
tion, and used it for his thesis,”
he said.
According to the Faculty and
Administrative Handbook , the
following procedure is used
when a student is accused of
cheating: “T h e professor and
student(s) will attempt to
resolve the matter themselves.
If this fails, the dean of the
school in which the offense
occured will be informed in
writing by the chairperson
concerning: the alleged offense,
the case will be reviewed by a
committee appointed by the
d e a n ; th e d e c is io n and
re c o m m e n d a tio n o f th e
committee will be forwarded to
the school dean for implemen
tation, and the student will be
informed in writing concern
ing the action taking."

T h e procedure in the case of
plagiarism is almost the same
with a committee being formed
and consisting o f the dean of
the school, the chairperson o f
the department, the instructor,
and 1 other person, who is
appointed by the dean of the
school.
Gawley, seated at a round
table in his office, said that a
committee has been formed to
change the policy into 1 unified
academic grievance procedure,
instead o f the 6 different
policies, that are used by the
schools at M SC. “Our concern
is for academic grievances,” he
said.
If a student is proven guilty
of cheating, the handbook
states that the professor may
give the student an F for the
course. The student can also be
suspended, or expelled, and the
action taken against him will be
reported on the student’s
permanent record card.
“ I remember 1 student who
appealed a C he got on a term
paper to 1 of the committees,”
Gawley said. “When the
committee asked him why he
thought he deserved a higher
grade,” he continued, “the
student said, ‘Well, I handed in
this term paper twice before,
and I got an A on it both
times,” ’ Gawley said smiling.
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Comfort
Just pour Comfort *
over ice, and sip it.
It’s smooth. Mellow.
Delicious. No wonder
it’s so popular onthe-rocks. Fantastic
solo... great in combo
with cola, 7UP, fruit
juices, milk, too.
Nothing's so delicious as Com fort ®on-the-rocks!
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A lot of com panies will give you an im portant
sounding title.
. . . ......
T h e N avy will give you a really im portant job.
As a N avy Officer, y o u ’ll have com m and over
m en, resp onsibility for m u lti-m illion -d o llar equ ip
m ent, and the ch an ce to prove you rself as a leader.
Y o u ’ll also get top pay, travel opportu nities, and
a wide range of benefits. F o r com plete inform ation
ab ou t becom ing a N avy Officer,
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on Sat., March 82
visit us and get a

Student Center Formal Dining Room

7 pm
Cost: $3 - A full Kosher chicken dinner
will be served.
Please call JSU at 893-5280 to make
reservations by Mon., March 24, 1980.

•PLUS
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all housepiants &
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(w/valid MSC I D )
974 Valley Rd ., Clifton
(Across from Burns Country Inn)
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D an cing
into
Sp ring
by llan Stressar
T h e Spring Dance Festival,
to be held at Memorial
Auditorium, is a celebration o f
m oods. U n fo rtu n ately , it
would appear that not too
much celebrating is in order for
this year’s program. Outside of
some impressive individual
performances (especially the
sparkling
and excitementtinged dancing o f Teresa
Coveil), there was very little to
cheer about. This fault did not
lie with the performers as they
all proved to be extremely
wellprepared and capable with
their performances. No, what
did in this dance exhibition was
sloppy choreography and a
unique sense of direction.
“Just A Bit Q uick,” the 1st
dance, was in fact just a bit too
long. Like most of the dances,
there were just too many
people on stage. T h e process is
delicate when dance attempts
convey a message. In most of
the performances this evening,
there was too much happening

at any particular time for me to
be able to appreciate the
subtleties fo form that the
dancers were attempting to
convey.
“ Desolation” was the ne?ct
dance and it proved to be the
best dance artistically. The
d an cers w ere su perb in
m aintaining a feeling o f
alienation and separateness
throughout the number, with
the final resolution and coming
together visually stunning.
“Refuge” on the other hand
was completely disjointed and
suffered from a lack of real
spontaneity. I’ve neglected to
mention the accompaniment to
the dances so far and this has
not been intentional. I found
that while performances were
hardly riveting, the m usicoutside of the piece that
accompanied “ Desolation”—
was very hidden. It was there,
you could feel it, but almost in
spite of itself. Much of it was
more than the dance needed.
“Triad” was a whimsical

piece that elevated dance to
high art, if a bit presumptious
ly. T he impetus behind it was
well founded; however, in
terms o f classical dance and its
striving to recapture that which
is essential to the human spirit
(pathos, not passion). The
dancing here was immaculate.
I found that the most
exhilirating dancing and most
elegant movements bclinged to
Jane Dougan, who performed
in “Just A Bit Quick” and in
“Fancy Colors,” where she
carried a masterful solo to its
beautiful end. She, like Covell,
was truly impressive.
While the Dance Festival is
inconsistent, there is still
enough technical intelligence in
it to m ake v ie w in g it
w o rth w h ile. T h is y e a r’s
performance, which was taped
while 1 viewed it, should be
used as a guidestick as to what
can be done better in future
festivals, and as a primer for
inventive, if not full realized,
dancing.

L o r e t t a L y n n ’s s t o r y makes it
by llan Strasser
CO A L M IM R 'S DAUGHTER
directed k y t n e h a r l A pled
starring Sissy Spacek and Tommy L ee / ones
A Universal Film __________________________

Coal M iner’s Daughter is a movie
imbued with spirit, gutsiness, and
elegance. In telling the story o f Loretta
Lynn, Coal M iner’s Daughter makes a
moving statement on the American
ideology behind “making it.” What the
movie tells us is that hard work and
determination can get us where we
want to go. It is the old Puritan work
ethic brought up to date. Sadly, the
spark that creates success is tinged with
cynicism. Here, once you make it,
things only get worse. For Loretta
Lynn, success brings marital discord,
drug addiction, exhaustion, and finally,
\l * *

a nervous breakdown.
T h e story ends happily with Lynn
resuming the rouring life that, along
with her records, garners her the title
“ 1st lady of country music.” T he
movie begins in a rather neutral stance,
then shows the decline of the moral and
emotional character of its personality,
and finally shows the victory of spirit
over hardship.
T h e performances are beguiling.
Sissy Spacek easily gives her best
performance ever in this film. Spacek
has managed to capture her character
almost too perfectly. 1 would suspect
that very little of the real L yn n ’s life has
been changed here, and judging by
several interviews with Lynn since the
movie opened, my suspicion is well
supported. Spacek is emotionally
everywhere in this film-a film that has

her showing off her fine singing abilities
as well. Spacek did all the singing in the
movie herself and sounds almost
exactly like Lynn did when she
recorded the originals. Spacek should
win an Acacjemy Award in 1981 for
this film.
Tommy Lee Jones js also excellent
in the portrayal of Lynn’s husband,
Duke. He brings humor to a character
that is too often serious. More than that,
he brings compassion out o f hiding so
that a picture of the real man emerges
here. Duke Lynn is not the husband
who sits behind his wife, happy in his
role as a well supported lover. His
problems are real too and so, Coal
M iner’s Daughter reflects his humanity
as well. Jones is tremendous here, and
he has shown what he can do with
serious material.

Levon Helm, formerly of T h e Band,
is superb in his 1st acting venture. In
Coal M iner’s Daughter he plays the part
of Lynn’s father, Robert Webb. His
expansive stance makes his portrayal of
Webb an absorbing study of pain and
love. I will also take a chance here and
say that Helm should be nominated for
Best Supporting Actor for next year's
awards.
Coal M iner’s Daughter in the final
analysis, is a real story that could
happen to just about anyone. The
acting is uniformly excellent , and the
style and grace with which director
Michael Apted has transformed a living
person’s life into film, shows an
intelligence in character manipulation
that is rarely found in contemporary'
film. Coal Miner's Daughter is wonderful
movie that no one should miss.
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Small Circle of 60’s schmaltz

by Jules Korzeniowski
and Pat Vierschilling
A Small Circle of Friends. Directed
by Rob Cohen, Screenplay by Ezra Sakss,
Produced by T im Zinnemann, Starring
Brad Davis, Karen Allen, and Jameson
Parker, A U nited Artists Release._____

Did you like Love Story,
G o o d b y e C o l u m b u s , and
ThePaper Chase? Do you like

Harvard? Are you in favor of
the melting * pot theory of
American social development?
How about a Menage a Trots}
Do you miss the ’6 0 ’s? If you
liked the majority of these
elements, you’re bound to
enjoy A Small Circle o f Friends.
Set at Harvard University in
1967, we are introduced to 3
young freshmen; i young
“ ballsy” Jewish girl from

California, a dedicated premed
W ASP from Illinois, and an
emotional volatile Italian off
the streets o f Boston. We
follow their individual and co
mingled careers
through
school. All of this is narrated in
long flashback when 2 of the 3,
the W ASP and the Jew , meet
several years after graduation;
she’s now a lawyer and he’s a
psychiatrist.

It’s difficult to dislike any of
the 3 main characters, since
they are all young, bright,
goodlooking, uninhibited and
socially committed. All this, of
course, in a socially acceptable
way. If there happen to be
moments of insensitivity (as
when Leo, the Italian gets
angry with Jessica, the Jew , for
not finding her diaphram thus
frustrating the perfect romantic
moment) we forgive them
because it is done in the pursuit
of higher ideals. In short, there
is little character complexity
here, nor is social commentary
seriously
attempted.
(Leo
freaks out because his number
gets selected early in the draft
lottery. He doesn’t want to get
killed. Who does?) T h e WASP
gets him out of it by falsifying
his health record; but that’s O K
because we all know the war in
Vietnam was immoral. Even
the fact that the W'ASP lusts
after Leo’s girl, resulting in
Leo getting smacked in the face
for saying so, is resolved by
having the 3 engage in a love
triangle. Realistic? No. But it’s
romantic, and it helps the plot
along.
Even L eo’s death—he gets
blown up as he is trying to get
his boy scout roommate to quit
a terrorist group—is conveni
ent. (Could this be dramatic
iro n y ? ; saved from the

capitalist war to die at home at
the hand of a leftist terrorist
group which opposes the war.)
How long can a love triangle,
w hich is n ’t d iv in e , last
anyway? It is a perfect
resolution to reminisce. •
Filmed much like a movie
made for T V , the cinematographyhy is erratic; sometimes
pedestrian, other times artsy.
T h e same can be said for Rob
Cohen’s direction. T h e musical
score is written by Jim
Steinman and as in Love Story,
helps the tears along. The
dialog is occasionally witty—as
in the interaction between the
W ASP and the owner of the
bookstore where he works,
w h e re u p o n th e W 'A SP
discovers a whole set of drug
culture accoutrements and the
owner proceeds to expound
upon drugs as the wave of the
business future,—but mostly it
is mundane, it neither offends
nor excites. As the Italian, the
W ASP, and the Jew , actors
Brad Davis, Jameson Parker,
and Karen Allen simulate their
stereotypes nicely.
On the whole, this film is
pleasantly entertaining making
little intellectual or emotional
demands upon the viewer and
offering a happy ending. Not a
bad way to spend an easy night
out. Just don’t look for asocial
analysis o f the ’6 0 ’s.
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Boom town Rats like» Sundays
by Tim Potter

The Boomtown Rats
T he Palladium
March 16, 19 SO

As the backdrop displaying
the cover of The Fine A rt O f
Surfacing was moved, the
crowd at the Palladium grew
even more anxious to watch the
Boomtown Rats in action. By
the end of the night, the Rats
had succeeded in making the
concert an event to remember,
both musically and visually.
T h e B o o m to w n R a ts
invaded the stage of the
Palladium St. Patrick’s Day
Eve, an appropriate time for the
Irish band. Their show had all
the ingredients anyone could
ask for in a concert-great
music, an excellent light show,
and the ability to get the crowd
involved totally in the songs.
Before this had to happen,
however, the back up band,
P e a r l H a r b o r and th e
Explosions, came on stage and

played. They had a good
sound, but this unfortunately
was the only prevailing sound,
which continued for too long a
time. T h e female lead singer
jumped around annoyingly
like a Candy Slice clone. She
was constantly jumping and
running around the stage.
There has to be a happy
medium between Renais
sance’s Annie Haslam who
sways back and forth with the
music at a concert, and this kind
of ranting and raving.
Finally, after what seemed to
be an endless intermission, the
Boomtown Rats appeared, and
opened up with “ Wind Chill
Factor Minus Zero,” and
immediately following was a
hypnotizing performance of
“Like Clockwork,” from the
Tonic For The Troops album.
Bob Geldof was in good form,
and was very enthusiastic in the
part he was playing as lead
vocalist. T h e loudest reaction
came from the audience as the
1st chords of “ I Don’t Like
Monday’s”
reverberated
off the walls of the .packed
Palladium
Theater.
Rig'W'
before the song, “Having My

Picture Taken,” Geldof had
about 50 people from the
audience come up on stage to
become live props for the song,
as they engaged in handclap
ping and
footstomping.
Audience involvement was a
major factor at this concert.
Bob Geldof and company
did not simply play songs, 1
after another. They helped
make the concert almost a
theatrical experience. Geldof

acted out the music he sang,
which was especially evident
on “Jo ey ’s On the Street
Again” and “ Rat T rap .” The
special effects were perfect,
complete with a mirror like
b ack g ro u n d and a very
effective light show. Other
songs the Boomtown Rats
performed were “ I Never
Loved Eva Braun,” “Some
one’s Looking At Y ou ,” and
“ Blind Date.” After a bit of

prompting, they came back
onstage for an encore which
co n sisted o f “ S h e ’s So
Modern,” “Looking Out For
Number O ne,” and “Sleep.”
T h e only problem was that
after about 2 hours, the
Boomtown Rats left the stage.
They could have played on all
night and the crowd would
have loved every second of it.
This concert was undoubtedly
a welcome Rat invasion.
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Vivino’s future bright

by Stephen Kantrowitz
T h e Livingston Symphony
Orchestra, now in its 24th
season, delivered a rather
inconsistent performance on
March 15, at Livingston High
School in Livingston. T h e 1
orchestra, which rehearses
w e e k ly , is cla ssified as
semiprofessional. It is made up
of 47 players who volunteer
their services, including some
student and faculty members of
MSC. Added to this are about
25 union members who
supplement the orchestra at
dress rehearsals and concerts.
T h e musical director and
conductor is Carolyn Hill,
who has been with the
orchestra for 6 seasons.
T h e 1st piece was the
“Overture to ‘William T ell’”
by Giocchino Rossini (17901 8 6 8 ). R o ssin i was the
principal Italian composer of
the early 19th century. He has
a pronounced gift for melody
as well as a definite flair for
stage effects. “William T e ll,”
Rossini’s grand opera, was the
nearest the composer came to
Romanticism. This opera is in
repertory at the greater opera
houses, hut isn’t performed too
often because it demands

singers of exceptional powers.
T h e overture is quite different
from Rossini’s other opera
overtures. It is in 4 clear
sections con tain in g liltin g
melodies, clear and colorful
orchestration, and pungent
rhythms.
T h e performance just missed
capturing the spirit of the piece.
It is such an exciting and
vivacious piece, I just wished
the orchestra had played out
more and exemplified the
overwhelming
exhuberance
that prevails.
Next on the program was the
“Clarinet Concerto N o. 2 in E
flat. Op. 74,” by Carl Maria

German Romantic Opera. He
is famous for his florid solo
writing and early Romantic
charm. The concerto fully
exploits the clarinet’s range and
capabilities. T h e piece also
demonstrates the tonal variety
and w id e ran ge o f the
instrument. V ivino’s perfor
mance was quite successful.
H is phrases were well shaped
and deftly played. Although
there was some shrillness from
time to time, it didn’t mar the
o v e r a ll q u a l it y o f th e
performance.
Concluding the concert was
the “Symphony N o.4 in F
Major, Op. 36,” by Peter

von W eber (1 7 8 6 - 1 8 2 6 ) .
Soloist was Michael Vivino,
winner of the Livingston
Symphony Orchestra’s 1979
Statewide Young Performer’s
Competition. Vivino is a music
major at M SC where he studies
clarinet with William Shadel.
H e is a member of the College
Orchestra, the Concert Band,
the Chamber Orchestra, and
the Jazz Band. In addition to
the above, he participates in
v a rio u s ch a m b e r m u sic
emsembles. In 1977, Vivino
received the Monmouth Arts
Foundation Merit Award and
Scholarship.
Weber was the founder of

Ilyich Tchaikovsky (18401893). T his symphony is an
exceptional piece, composed in
1877, a year of appalling crisis
in Tchaikovsky’s life.
In this piece the orchestra
unleashed its full sound. I
found it to be rather pleasant.
All evening they had been
holding back and it was
interesting that they unleashed
their forces on a piece that calls
for an emphasis on emotion.
T h e next performance o f the
L iv in g s to n S y m p h o n y
Orchestra will be on Sat., May
17, 1980 at 8:30 pm, at
L iv in gsto n H igh S ch o o l,
Livingston.
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Ramble to the Rumble Seat
by Darrel Lippman
Surely avid rock entertainment/nightclub goers who
attend M SC are familiar with
T h e R u m b l e S e a t in
Bloomfield.
This night spot, convenient
ly situated just 10 minutes from
campus, has a very enjoyable
evening in store for its guests.
At 1st glimpse, T h e Rumble
Seat can be a bit deceiving as it
gives the appearance of just
another small nightclub.
But once inside, the illusion
js over andone can see how far
back The Rumble Seat really
extends, making for a rather
spacious place. The club is set

up very smartly due to the
slight split-level effect which
adds that bit of class. This type
o f design separates those at the
large bar (lower level) from
th o s e w ho are m a in ly
interested in the live band
(upper level: equipped with
ample seating of booths and
tables).
For the several older people
present (some assumedly 3545 years of age) who didn’t
want to contend with the
loudness of the band, the lower
level ideally suited their ears.
T h e hanging glass racks
above the large bar are
surrounded by assorted hub
caps and from the wall o f the
band level bar protrudes half of
a real Corvette. Other car

paraphernalia decorate the club
adding to the Rumble Seat title.
All this establishes a very
clever atmosphere.
Drink prices are that of
almost any .nightclub and
there’s even a snack counter
w here one can purchase
sandwiches and other foods.
Although T h e Rumble Seat
is better know n for its
Southern rock entertainment,
the attraction was T . Roth and
Another Pretty Face (regular
rock & reggae). If I may
deviate a bit from the main
topic, I’d like to take this time
out to mention T . R oth’s
progress since my article
(interview) with him in the
N o v . 1 is s u e o f T h e
Montclarion. “T ,J ’ as he likes to

Thur.,M orch 2 0 "c
EV E R Y W EDN ESDAY

SAM THE BAND
also MARK M U S C A TE LL O

THUR., MARCH 20
Performing the sounds of the Asbury Jukes & Springsteen

ATLANTIC CITY EXPRESSWAY

Student Center B allroom s
fearuring

be called, is a very hot act in the
N J/N Y circuit these days.
Roth won the Aquarian
band contest this year for the
most original group after
finishing 12th last year. He also
placed 2d in the individual
category. Back in November it
looked dismal for a much
suggested album from T . Roth
& Another Pretty Face, but
things turned around and it is
now a reality. T h e Ip, titled
Face Facts (changed from the
proposed Face The Nation), is
slated for release sometime in
early April. It will contain 6 ol
his original songs plus “Such a
Woman” by the legendary
Beatles. Curious to see how
successful the album will be, T
was, “ ...really satisfied with the
way the recording went.”
But, no matter who the
feature band is, there’s no
doubt that the Rumble Seat is a
fine place to spend an evening
in the company of good
friends.
jH aryf.FlanM ry
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THE MONTCLAIR JAZZ MACHINE W / POWER
ond
THE CLAIR - CHORDS

8 pm ro 11 pm

FRI. & SA T., MARCH 21 & 22

^ Admission RXEE
893-5112

Party rock with

_____________HEROES_____________
SUN., MARCH 23
NJ’s No. 1 New Wave Rock and Roll Band

THE SHAYDS
&
FATAL DOSE

The Department of Music Presents:

M O N TC LA IR C O LL EG E
Norm. „ Smi,h. conductor

C H A M BER E N S E M B L E

"a r t i s t s * supputs"

<§ïü£JS3?
DAILY— 9 3 0 - 7 0 0

in a program of 20th century music
Mon., March 24
8 pm
Memorial Auditorium
FREE
893-5112

••»
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March 17-21. 1980
VIDEOTAPE: What Time Is Your
Body? (25 minutes), will be shown
in Sprague Library, NonPrint
Media department (lower floor),
Conference Room 1, at 12:00 pm
only.

others. Speakers: Richard Schiller,
M ic h a e l S k u t in s k y , B ru c e
Brickman, and Leon Rajowski.
Topics include “Jo b Evaluation,”
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission,” “ Forms Design,”
and "M icrographics.”

Thur„ March 20, 1980
APPLICATIONS: for Summer

Mon., March 24, 1980
MEETING: of an antinuclear

Session 1980 financial aid will be
available in the Financial Aid
O ffic e ( C - 3 1 1 ) com m encing
Thu r., March 20, 1980. t h e
deadline for submission o f the
completed applications is March
31, 1980.
ART FORUM LECTURE: Fine
arts department, Calcia Hall,
R oo m
1 3 5 , 3-5 pm. Free
Winnifred Lutz, sculptor &
papermaker, will be in Gallery
T w o until 3 pm, then present slide
lecture in Calcia.
MEETING: Antinuclear group
meeting every Thursday, Student
C e n t e r , 4 th flo o r P u rp le
Conference Room, 3-5 pm. All
students and faculty welcome.
MEETING: Health Professions
A s s o c ia tio n o r g a n iz a tio n a l
m.eeting. College Hall, Health
Conference Room, 2 pm.

group, 4th floor, Student Center,
Purple Conference Room, 3-5 pm.
All students and faculty welcome.
P EA C E M EETIN G : M S C
students for peace, Student Center,
4th floor, 10 am. Free, call 472l l 49.
GENERAL MEETING: R eflec
tions, m u ltilin g u al m agazine,
Student Center, 4th floor, Purple
Conference Room , 11 am. All
students welcome.
LECTURE: Betinna Gregory,
CIN’A, Student Center Ballrooms,
8 pm. Tickets (advance) free to
M SC students. Tickets for all
others S I. Betinna Gregory is the
Federal R e g u la to ry A gency
correspondent for A B C T V news.

Fri„ March 21, 1980
FILM: Rock A nd Roll H igh School
presented by C L U B ’s Cinema, 8
pm, Student Center Ballrooms.
REFLECTIONS:
Multilingual
magazine. Every Friday 2 pm, 4th
floor Student Center, Purple
Conference Room. All students
welcome.

Sat., March 22, 1980
W O RKSHO P: “ T o d a y ’ s
Management Skills for Tom orr o w ’ s O f f i c e ’ ’ g iv e n b y
A d m is tr a tio n M a n a g e m e n t
Society, Student Center, Meeting
Rooms l and 2, 9 am. SI A M S
members, $2 M SC students, $5 all

WOMEN HELPING WOMEN:
A counseling and referral service
located on campus to help meet the
needs o f women. Monday-Friday,
9 a m -4 pm , M a th / S c ie n c e
Building, Room 366.
LUNCHTIME RAP: Women
Helping Women. Free 12-1:30
pm. Brown bag lunches welcome!
Math/Science Building, Room
116, every Monday.
REFLECTIONS:
Multilingual
magazine. Every Monday 11 am.
General meeting, Student Center,
4th floor Purple Conference
Room. All students welcome.
MEETING: G reek Students
Union meeting Monday, 2:30-4
pm. Student Center, Meeting
Room 4. All students welcome.
For more information cal! Nick,
744-9395. Room 2 0 1, Stone Hall.

Tue„ March 25, 1980
ISRAELI DANCING: Jewish
Student Union in Ballroom C of
Student Center at 8 pm, $.50
students, $.75 others.
DISCUSSION: Free “T w o
Centuries o f Black American
A r t ,’ ’ W o m en ’ s C e n te r,
Math/Science Building, Room
l l 6, 12 pm. Leader: Alexander
Riddick, student.

FREE LECTURE: Bill Hender
son, writer and editor of the
Pushcart Press, will be the speaker
for the English Department
Poetry Series on T u e., March 25
in Student Center Ballroom A at
11 am. All are invited. Admission
is free. Henderson will discuss
how to market what you write,
how to set up your own press, and
how tó distribute your work.
Wed., March 26, 1980
PLATFORM TENNIS:

Free
lessons offered every Wednesday
from 3-4:30 pm on the College
Court. Call Patti Sullivan at 7445 0 7 4 for further information.

Thur., March 27, 1980
BIBLE STUDY: Chi Alpha,
Student Center, 4th floor, Meeting
Room l and 2, 8 pm, all welcome.
WORKSHOP: Student Center
Ballroom A, 4 pm. “Workshop in
T aking the Standardized G R E ”
sponsored by Psi Chi. Given by
the Higher Achievement Prep.
Institute. G et tips on getting high
s c o re s on th e G R E and
psychology achievement exams.
Everyone welcome.

LECTURE: East Asian Studies
program and discussion, 2 pm,
Student Center Meeting Rooms 3
and 4. “ Chinese Fortune Telling:
Syncretic Thought and Practice in
Chinese Popular Culture.” Free.
All students welcome.

H O U S IN G
A P P L IC A T IO N S

RESIDENCE HALLS
1980 • 1981

DINNER: Passover Seder, Jewish
Student Union, 7 pm in Formal
Dining Room o f Student Center,
$3 per person, full chicken dinner
served.

SERVICES: Mechanic available
to work on autos/motorcycles.
T u n e -u p s , b ra k e s , clu tc h e s ,
electrical. F o reig n makes a
specialty. Reasonable rates. Call
Jaime 746-6729.

Fri.-Sat., March 21-22.
VOLLEYBALL: A 24

PEER COUNSELING: Referral
service sponsored by Women
Helping Women, Room 366,
Math/Science Building, MondayFriday, 9 am-4 pm.

hour
marathon sponsored by Student
Intramural and Leisure Council.
Panzer G ym at 6 pm, until 6 pm.
Free, call S IL C Office at 8935245. For the benefit of the
American Cancer Society.

Wed., April 9, 1980
PRE-LAW SOCIETY: Student
Center Meeting Room 3, 2 pm,
Speaker Stanley Kaplan, L S A T .

Datebook and
class
ified are
free to all
M SC
students
\

B ELC H O R D S:

C o m p le te ly
versatile dinner and dance music
for all occasions. Call 997-1775.

EASY EXTRA INCOME: Earn
$500-$ 1000, stuffing envelopes,
guaranteed. Send selfaddressed,
stamped envelope to: Dexter
Enterprises, 3039 Shrine Place,
Los Angeles, C A 90007.
ATTENTION: Do you need
typing done? F’ast and accurate. $1
per page. 595-6131.
TYPING DONE: Dissertations,
theses, resumes, term papers, etc.
Knowledge of most style manuals.
Upper Montclair office. Phone
746-9010, 9 am-5 pm.

WIN: $ 5 0 0 cash for your vacation
this summer. N o obligation. T o
r e c e iv e e n t r y fo rm sen d
selfaddressed stamped envelope to
Summer Sweepstakes, PO Box
730, Coeur d’Arlene, ID 83814.

CARNIVAL: T h e best ever.
C L U B ’s Country Carnival, 1980
is coming, May 2, 3, and 4.
COUNSELORS: N Y , co-ed
s le e p a w a y ca m p . B u n k
counselors, W SI, ’canoe, ham
radio, tennis, archery, typist,
ceramics, gymnastics, LPN . Write
Camp Kinder Ring, 45 East 33d
St. New York, N Y 10016.

North Jersey Women’s
Health Organization

North Jersey
G yn eco log ical (Çenter

450 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WAYNE, NJ 07470_______

ABORTION SER V ICES

• V D Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
• Abortion Counselling
•Birth Control
,
Information

FR E E PREG N AN CY TES TIN G
Abortion Procedures
Birth Control Counseling
Sterilization Procedures
Complete Obstetrical &
Gynecological Care

call 375-0800 For Immodlata Appt.
LOCATED 1 BLOCK FROM IRVINGTON CTR
HOURS 9AM-5PM M ON-SAT AMPLE PARKING

40 UNION A V E, SUITE 10«, IRVINGTON, NJ'
278-4500
Pilgrim Medical Croup

A B O R T IO N S E R V IC E S
1st an d M id -1 rim e ste r (thru 15 vtks.)

Applications for the Residence Halls
are now available at all residence hall
desks and at the housing office —
Bohn Hall Fourth Floor.

The DEADLINE
For Applications is Next
Fri., March

U
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2nd Irim eM er (16 thru 23 wks.)

F E M A L E S T E R IL IZ A T IO N (T U B A L LIG A TIO N ).
FREE PREGNANCY TEST THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN .
EXAMINATION ANO
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.
COUNSELING
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES

pl?SFe9Ä

HOURS 9-5 P.M
MON THRU SAT.
746-1500

IWNJ CALL TOLL FUSE

18001 772-2174
393 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR Aj q-q«;

for ticket information
call 783-4700,
_ JSEX
COUNTY
ext. 34.

On April 26, 7 am -12 pm,
is sponsoring a
Planned Parenthood
Parenthc

Raquetball Parly

at Essex Raquetball C lu b on Pleasant Valley Way in West Orange. NJ. The
event costs 520/person which includes the raquetball courts and a buffet
dinner w/wlne, m usic ft dancing. All club facilities are available Sauna
Steamroom, Exercise Room, ft Whirlpool. Everyone is w elcom e
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FOR SALE: Free rock ‘n’ roll,
new and used albums and tapes
catalog. Forget rising record store
prices, guaranteed, for more
information go to Bohn Hall,
Room 1222. Call 893-5676.
FOR SALE: Harmony 12 string
guitar, excellent condition asking
S 1 0 0 w ith case. Will take
reasonable offer. Call Gina, 8934631.
FOR SALE: 1980 Used Book and
Music Sale, March 21-31, College
Women’s Club o f Montclair
(A A U W ), 416 Bloomfield Ave,
Montclair, N J. Weekdays 9:30
am-9 pm; Saturdays 9:30 am-6
pm.
FOR SALE: 7 4 Camaro L T , ps,
pb, ac, C B , fm stereo/8 track, 350
cubic inch, Posi, B F G , TV A
radials, vinyl roof, 4 speed. Call
after 7 pm. (2 1 2 )2 6 0 -5 6 7 3 .
Asking $2500.
FOR SALE: General Electric
radio tape stereo, 4 channel music
system, am/fm. Call 546-1026.
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford E -1 5 0
Van, 6 cylinder, regular gas,
automatic trans. ps, pb, am/fm
stereo cassette. Fully customized
interior & exterior, $3500. Call
893-4723, ask for Annie.
FOR SALE: 1968 Green Dodge
Dart. Good transportation around
town. Call anytime 744-0752.
FOR S A L E : 1 9 7 2 F o r d
Maverick, 6 cylinder, automatic
transmission, new battery, new
brakes, new tires. A great buy.
Call Fred at 569-3522.
FOR SALE: Pontiac Grand Am,
73,000 miles, great condition.
Automatic transmission, am/fm
stereo, ps, pb, tilt steering wheel,
rear defroster, good gas mileage,
and much more. Asking $1,850.
Call 4 3 8 -8 6 4 6 after 5 pm.
FOR SALE: Bradley G T . Lost
interest in car, $500 negotiable.
Call evenings 6-9 :3 0 pm 8872515, ask for Mark.

FOR SALE: F our tires 67 8 -1 5 ,
good condition, $ 100 or best offer.
Call Kathy after 6 pm, 78 3 -5 7 5 1 .
TO R SALE: Beat inflation, save $
on personal care prod u cts,
vitamins. Join our Consumer Club
(not Amway). Call 935-1498.
FOR SALE: Mustang restoration
supplies J 9 6 4 - 7 0 . Largest new
car parts variety in NJ
Upholstery, floors, sheet metal,
soft trim, etc. Call 7 5 5-2554,
Wayne at Stone Hall, Room 107.
FOR SALE: Stereo Hifi Webcor
receiver, tuner, amplifier with 60
watts RM S, 2 Omega 3-way
speakers and Emerson turntable
with dust cover. Best offer. Call
239-8662 after 6 pm.
FOR SALE: Royal 400 manual
typewriter, office size. Best offer,
call 23 9 -8 6 6 2 after 6 pm.
FOR SALE: N ikon-F camera
with case and meter, F/2 lens. Best
offer, call 744-7491 after 4 pm.
FOR SALE: Antinuke T-shirts,
all sizes and designs/‘No Nukes,”
Washington, D C march logo, etc.
Call 7 4 4-6239, Dottie.
WANTED: Buying baseball card
collections, large or small. Call
Mike, 746-4230.

ROOMMATE

WANTED:

Female to share large house, $ 130
pier month. Includes all utilities and
parking, 1.5 miles from campus,
bus half a block away. Available in
April, call 746-7065.
HELP WANTED: MSC students
and faculty planning a statewide
antinuclear teach-in, Sat., March
22, 1980 from 1-5 pm. Need
people to help with childcare,
publicity, ushering, food, etc. If
in te re ste d p lease c o n ta c t a
planning committee person—Jim
C a r a b e ll 2 3 9 - 2 8 9 4 , E ile e n
Mahood
6 4 1 -5 4 7 2 ,
Dorothy
Cinquemani 7 4 4-9024, or come to
our regular meetings, T hu r., 3-5
in Purple Conference Room, 4th
floor, Student Center.

WANTED:

Parttime sales in
cosmetics. 1 op line fop home
parties or sales to beauty salons.
Fantastic earnings for short hours.
For appointment, call 265-3126.
WANTED TO BUY: American
m ilitary m em orabilia, guns,
swords, bayonets, medals, flags,
American Indian Wars (18651890) items, Western American
prints and lithographs. Call 7836145, or write Box 933, Upper
Montclair, NJ 07043.
WANTED: An apartment toshare
in the Montclair Center area.
Preferably with women, and
under $150 a month. Call Marjie
746-8297.
WANTED: Politically active
volunteer needed, Burt Ross for
Congress,
9th
Congressional
District. Call 5 6 8-9321.
WANTED: Mature, responsible
student interested in sharing the
cost o f a house or apartment in the
Upper Montclair area. Call Grace,
6 9 7 -7 3 2 8 , after 6 pm.
WANTED: C o u n s e lo rs for
n on com p etitive coeducational
children’s summer camp in New
Hampshire.
Camp experience
preferred—no smokers. Contact
Gina Ciavolino 893-4631 for
application and interview.
WANTED: D is a b le d M S C
student will pay a driver to drive
me from a Montclair address to
M SC. Call Arne at 746-1954.
WANTED: Auto parts and
m a c h in e ry th a t is u s a b le ,
destroyed, or broken, for project.
Contact Bob, 4 8 3-4956.
WANTED: Cosmetician. Quality
products referrals. P art or
fulltime, extra benefits. Call 9351498 am or weekend.
WANTED: Babysitter from 9 am12 pm, Monday-Friday. Ideal for
student with classes in afternoon.
Call Jackie anytime at 746-5702.
WANTED: Child care for school
age children. Working parents,

a

approx. 3 :3 0 -5 :3 0 pm, MondayFriday. Some simple cooking
required. Call Jane Leather 7384081.
R ID E: T o Paterson from college
on Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday (or any o f these) at 8:30 or
9 am. Willing to share gas. Call
Ann, 744-9721 or 744-9461.
CLUB: Country Carnival 1980,
Friday-Sunday. May 2, 3, and 4.
T he best carnival ever!
DROP-IN CENTER: Free peer
cou nseling, in form ation and
referral service. Open 24 hours.
Stop by or call 893-5271.
ATTENTION: T h e Drop-In
Center’s annual Open House is
coming Wed., April 16! Watch for
further information.
TEACH—IN: D on’t forget—this
Saturday
is the Antinuclear
Teach-in on campus, Math/Science Building, 9 am-5 pm. F'ree
admission. Nuclear physicist Dr.
Michio Kaku and others. Informal
workshops on health, nuclear
weapons and the draft, alternate
energy sources, and more. Music,
films. Bring family, friends and all
the questions you always wanted
answered concerning your energy
future.
TEACH-IN: M SC students and
faculty planning a statewide
antinuclear teach-in Sat., March 22
from 9 am-5 pm. Need people to
help with childcare, publicity,
ushering, food, etc. If interested,
please con tact Planning
Committee. Eileen Mahood 6415472, Dorothy Cinquemani 7449024, or come to our meeting
Thur., March 20 from 3-5 pm,

MANDATORY MEETING for all groups
wishing to participate in...

CLUB'S
COUNTRY CARNIVAL

PERSONAL: T o my 1 and only
Babycakes: I’m happiest when Fm
in your arms. So stay by my side
forever, because forever is now.
I’ll always love you. Your 1 and
only Honeypoo.
PERSONAL: T 0 Gene: I met
you a Mothers last Tuesday and I
liked you a lot. L et’s get to know
each other. Please call, you “gold
cutie,” Love, P.H .
PERSONAL: We met you on 80
West 2 Fridays ago. “ L et’s find a
gas station?” Come up and visit us,
but call 1st 893-4910.
M o a t e l a l r S t a t o Coflag«
Dipartiti wit of Spaach and Theater

Major Theater Series

ipriHfl dance festival
mar ch 2 0 - 2 2

%

ATTENTION:
All MSC and SGA Organizations

Purple Conference Room, Student
Center 4th floor.
WORKS HOP : P si C h i is
sponsoring a workshop in taking
the general G R E and psychology
achievement exams. Find out tips
on how to get the highest score
you can. Have your questions
answered. Given by the Higher
Achievement
Prep.
Institute.
Everyone welcome. Thur., March
27, 4 pm. Student Center,
Ballroom A.
LOST: Anyone finding a pair o f
lavender reading glasses in sky
blue case, please contact Angel,
ext. 5529 Freeman Hall, Room
505. Glasses have sponge tips on
the end.
PERSONAL: T o the adorable 6
foot 2 inch cutie in my biology
class: I think you’re a real fox!
L et’s get together and compare
notes. From the girl who sits by
you with a big smile and “starry
eyes,” alias Jennifer.

Standard $2.50
Student $1.25
Sr. Citizen $2

Evening* at 8:30

746-9120

Now is the time for a natural
Roffler
looking Perm, or a fresh new
haircut
for the spring. A spe
International
cial introductory offer of 20%
Hair Designers to all MSC students, from
689 B lo o m f ie ld Avenue
W e st C a ld w e l l, N. J 07006

Call for Appointment

228-1952
this o ffe r w ill expire A pril 19, 1980

Roffler International
Hairdressers will include
perm
wash
cut & blowdry
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Tues., M arch 25, 1980, a t 1:30 pm
Student C enter, 4th Floor, M eeting Room 2
You must send a representative if you wish to participate!

Any problems, call the CLUB Office at 893-5232
CLUB is a Class I OrgaiúatiM of SGA
"Students Servai Students’

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

:•

7* A • t s f * 7 « a t a f t / « , *

............. G R A D U A TIN G SENIORS ..........
Careers in Laboratory Medicine
Applications are being accepted for the one-year
AMA/CAHEA Accredited M edical Technology
Program of the M e tp a th I n s titu te f o r M ed ical

E d u c a t io n .

_________

K
<

_______ _____________

Course work begins S ep tem b er, 1980, with
•a
emphasis on state of the art technology as well as
e
• •
management and supervision.
e
:•
M aterials are available from the C a r e e r k
<
:•
P l a c e m e n t O f f i c e or co n ta ct d irectly the ^
e
•
•
M e tp a th School o f L a b o ra to ry M e d icin e , 60 ^
e
:•
Commerce Way, Hackensack, NJ 07601. Phone J
:•
(201)488-1070._________
'
J
Applications are accepted w ithout regard to sex,
race, color, religion, national or eth nic origin.
•
APPLICATION DEADLINE: T h u r a M a y 1, i»*o.
I
• » • v v T v v 'r r v v 'i ’ v v T v v m T i ^ r r V

.V.V.V.V.-

Mens & Womens

For

more information call SILC at 893*5245

APPLICATIONS DUE: Thur., April 10,1980

Jf

S O FTB A LL TO U R N A M E N T
^

Mens & Co-ed
Double Elimination

APPLICATIONS DUE: Thur., April 10,1980

RABBIT RUN (Run through campus and rcserv
M

4k

Mens & Womens Categories

■an

APPLICATIONS DUE: Mon., Apr. 21, 1980
‘ T-Shirts given to the first 50 finishers!
Open to all
MSC Students, Faculty,
S IL C is a Class 1 Organization of the SG A , "Students Serving Students

=====

=

We need writers, join now.

VOGI BERRA'S

ISN'T IT TIME FOR MORE THAN A SPA?
We'ro a Nautilus Training Center Nautilus is the most advanced training system in the world today In short, we re Fairfield
Nautilus introducing a unique, individually supervised and goal-oriented approach to total body fitness— To make you leel bettei
look 1<WW1perform better
Many rscent studies have determined that the most effective exercises for total body conditioning tor both men and
women are those of high intensity over a full range of movement These studies have also concluded that such exercise
is bent through use of Nautilus equipment

THE LOWEST STUDENT RATES
IN NEW JERSEY
THE LARGEST NAUTILUS FACILITY
IN THE AREA
MEMBERSHIPS CAN BE SUSPENDED
FOR VACATIONS

_________
W E S T «—

for men and women.

/.q

•II •»

— -C A S T

■^
+ ]i0

i

Fairfield Nautilus has two complete Nautilus circuits and offers individual training programs

.

ftacduetbail Club
227-4000
!
333Gothic Plaza, Rt.
Fairfield, NJ
$25 ■ 1 YEAR MEMBERSHIP
$10 * 1 YEAR DAYTIME MEMBERSHIP

i!

v r r v v T t t V Y V T r r s T t t v r r r r r i r r v r T V f i a t »6 »~m> s'sv s-rsT n n a
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COME IN FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION

ISN 'T IT T IM E ?

FAIRFIELD NAUTILUS
New Facilities Located in Hollywood Park
at Hollywood Ave., Rt. 46 & Fairfield Road, 227-543:
F A IR FIE LD -En tra nce is irom Hollywood Ave.

* When 3 or more join together.
* Limited time offer.
3uuujulo

«-«.ajuuuuu
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Student Intram ural & Leisure Council
presents•••

The 3d annual 24-hour

V
u
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&
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benefit the

T H I S W EEK EN D !

Ft*!#and S&t»r March 216*22
6 pm -6 pm
v
Panzer Gym

©©mm® gypp®irti ®)® pairiiB©opa[fi]i!§=

non _. _
lnI(§Dp Ul> T © lnl(§Dp ©SliDSirS

♦Jacqueline Courtney (Pat Ashley) of ‘ ‘One Life to Live* * will
appear Sat. , 12 pm.
*24 hours of non-stop music by Curt Pederson
♦Raffle prizes throughout the 24 hours.
Many thanks to WENDY’S (rt. 46, Wayne) for supplying the food.
SOLOIs a class Hor§amflzatloini of the SGA “Students Serving! Students”

M i fla a a n q a fr m u m

American Cancer Society
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Budweiser sponsors tournament
M SC will be participating in the 2d Annual Budweiser
Intramural Basketball Tournament. T h e annual event brings
together the state’s 24 top intramural teams in a 2 week basketball
festival sponsored by Budweiser. M SC will be playing on Sat.,
March 22, at Ramapo College (Ramapo), 1 o f 3 regional sites
hosting the tournament.
Ramapo expects to draw 1,500 students to the afternoon
games, via a major promotional effort. As part of the $2 admission
fee, spectators will be invited to attend a beer party, featuring a
live band and special beer prices, to beheld in the Ramapo campus
pub after the game. Among other schools participating in the
Ramapo games are William Paterson College (W PC ), Fairleigh
Dickinson University (Teaneck), Bergen Community College
(B C C ), Rockland Community College (R C C ), and Ramapo.
Most of the funds raised from the tournament will benefit
Ramapo’s intramural and athletic scholarship fund.
T h e NJ area Budweiser distributors will again sponsor the
multi-team event. In announcing their sponsorship, Bob Tallot,
Budweiser's program director, said he is impressed with the plans
for tournament promotion at Ramapo, the 1st college ever to
make a major effort to attract fans to the game.
“ Bud is firmly behind the intramural concept, and this
tournament is specific. W'e think it is important to encourage all
college students to play some kind of sports. We are also pleased
that Ramapo expects to attract 1,500 through a major
promotional effort, and we hope this will make a significant
contribution to the scholarship fund,” he said.
Ticket and game information for the tournament is available by
railing M SC Intramural Director McKinley Boston at (2 0 1 )8 9 3 4411, or John Durkin at Ramapo (201) 825-2800, ext. 249.

Budweiser program director Bob Tallot (left) and M SC intramural director McKinley Boston
(right) display publicity for the 2d annual Budweiser Basketball Festival.

ICEIA\DA1RTOEUROPE

BIG BIRD
LOW FARE
ANDA

G IN A

presents.

LECTURE

rio NAL

BETTINA
G R EG O R Y
*499*533
Roundtrip from
New York
to Luxembourg

Roundtrip
from Chicago
to Luxembourg

No restrictions
Confirmed reservations* free wine with dinner, cognac after*
no restrictions on stays to 1 yr. or advance purchase. Prices valid
from U .S. from March 10 thru May 14, 1980. All schedules and
prices subject to change and government approval. Purchase
tickets in the U .S.
See your travel agent or write Dept. #CN
Icelandair P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead, N Y U552.
Call in N YC , 757-8585; elsewhere, call 800-555-1212 for the
toll-free number in your area.
lieh timetable
Please send me: □ An Icelandair flight
□ Your European Vacations brochure.

"ABC News j Wasjhdngton.Corespondent"
Non., M a r c h 2 4 , 1 9 8 0 ...^ 8 p m
Student Center Ballrooms

Free Advance Tickets
for M S C Students
All others Si

Name___
Address.
C it y ____
State ___

. Zip_

ICELANDAIRSm
jfv / u i b
u vest
i u value
v a i u v to
w
Still your
Europe M
u n ii

l u ì

CINA i s a Class 1 Organization of th e SGA, 'Students Serving Students"
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S tic k m e n 's sch ed u le tough
by Dave Yourish

M S C power
Three members of the M SC Powerlifting Club traveled to
Connecticut this past weekend to compete in the Greenwich
Open Powerlifting Contest. While no team trophies were
awarded, all 3 lifters placed highly in their individual weight
divisions.
Lifting in the 148 pound weight class, senior Joe Radino
captured the 1st place trophy with a 1140 pound total. His lifts
were a 410 pound squat, 240 pound bench press, and 490 pound
dead lift. Placing 2d in the same weight class was junior Jim
Phillips with a total of 1090 pounds. Phillips had tied Radino in
the squat event with a 410 pound lift and trailed by just 10 pounds
after the bench press with a 230 pound lift. In the final event, the
dead lift, Radino pulled a strong 490 pound lift. Phillips followed
with a lift of 450, but failed in his final 2 attempts to surpass the
winner.
In a close battle for 1st in the 198 pound weight class, M SC ’s
Mike Esposito took 2d with a 1380 pound total. This came with
lifts of 500 pound squat, 350 pound bench press, and 530 pound
deadlift. This was a fine total for Esposito as he was lifting at a
body weight of only 191 pounds in the light-heavyweight class.
Due to a complete lack of funding, M SC was not represented at
the Collegiate National Championships recently held at Texas
Christian Academy. MSC was national champions in ’76, placed
2d in ’78, and 3d in ’79.

Coming off rhcir best season
last year, (10-4), the M SC
lacrosse team has considerablystrengthened its schedule for
this season, and has added more
depth to this year’s squad with
some excellent recruiting.
Guess who’s stopping by for
a game or 2 this year? How
about the likes of Adelphi
University
(Adelphi)
and
Rutgers
University- (New
B ru n s w ic k ). T a lk about
improvement of your schedule,
Adelphi was only the division
2 champion, and M SC played
them last year for the 1st time
losing by a 19-4 score.
“This game (Adelphi) is
either going to make or break
us,” Coach Spencer Willard
said last week. He explained
that this year, with the
Stickmen’s schedule so much
improved, is going to be “an
exciting year.” Not only do the
Stickmen play Adelphi in a
night game, but also New
Brunswick, where Willard was
an assistant coach before
coming to M SC 3 years ago.
The Scarlet Knights were
ranked 8th last year out of
division 2 and 3. M SC was
ranked 13th out of those same
divisions, which include 78
teams. In order to qualify' for
th e N a tio n a l C o lle g ia t e
Athletic Association (N C A A )
playoffs, a team must be in the
top 8 of its division.
When Willard came here, the
Stickmen were ranked 65th.
Now they are in the top 15, and
have 2 assistant coaches to help
Willard. Bill Swann, a ’76
graduate of M SC and 1 time
captain of the team, will be
returning this year. Swann
an
helped out last year
Jon
assistant. Joining him

V

p h o to b y P a u l H u e ge l

t r

L y m a n , w ho g rad u ated
Swarthmore in ’77.
Player wise, the Indians have
almost everyone returning
from last year, except for Doug
Gruelich, who passed aw'ay a
few- weeks ago. “ We’ll miss
Dougy,” the coach said during
1 of their indoor practices. He
said that black arm bands, a
moment of silence before each
game, and the season will be
dedicated in Gruclich’s honor.
Gruelich once held the record
for most goals in a game,
s c o r in g 7 a g a in st C it y
Community College o f New'
York (C C N Y ) in 1978.
In goal this year is 1st team
all-Knickerbocker selection for
’78 and ’79, Gerry Buonocore.
T h e junior out of Nyack, N Y
will be starting his 3d season,
and is ready to add to the
number of record saves that he
has made.
Mike Bocech will be backing
up Buonocore, as he was
converted from a midfielder.
Bocech , the senior from
Maplewood, NJ can then be
used as both a back up for
Buonocore, and he can play
midfield if needed, adding
some flexibility to the team.
Defensively, “ We re pretty
solid,” the coach remarked.
Battling out for the 3 starting
positions on the 1st line will be
s e n io r J o h n G i l l e s p i e ,
sophomores Alike Gaykow-ski
and H a rry E e lte r , and
fre s h m a n Jim
H ic k e y .
Gillespie the 6 foot 1 inch, 200
pound rock, should have his
position nailed down because
of his size, and because he and
brother Bob both missed being
named to the all-American
team by 1 vote last year.
On the 2d defense line Ken
Holasch and Craig Porter will
be returning and joining them
w ill be 1st timer Bill Huff.
1 he midfield is where the
Stickmen have got the most
depth. Eor the 1st time, theyhave enough players for 4 lines,
w hich should help this season
in keeping the number 1 and 2
lines fresh.
Ehe 1st midfield should be
fun to watch, and should be
productive, because of the
caliber of players this year. Bob
Gillespie, a ’79 all-Knicker
b o ck er lacro sse 1st team
selection will be on that
midfield squad. “ He’s the best
player we’ve got," Willard
stated about the senior.
Along wdth Gillespie, is
another ’79 all-Knickerbocker
lacrosse 1st team selection,
I ony Orlando. Orlando had
40 points last year, scoring 15
goals and assisting on 25
others. Gillespie sent 44
lacrosse balls past opposing
goalies eyes, and assisted on 15
other goals, for 59 points.
Joining these 2, is freshman
Jerry Jacobs. Jacobs, a 1st team
all-state team selection in high
Schpbl, should be able to scorea
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few' goals himself. “He s
super,” Willard said of the
“ freshman sensation.”
On the 2d midfields
returning is another allK n ic k e rb o c k e r 1st team
selection Alan Geissel. Geissel
put 28 shots into the mesh last
season and assisted on 14 for 42
points. Mike Branell and Sal
Guastella w'ill be Geissel’s
teammates. Both are out for
their 1st time.
Three freshmen will make
up the 3d line, as Tom Byron
(Garnersville,
N Y ), Chris
Strazza (Montclair,NJ), and
Ed Lopez (Clifton, N J) start
their 1st season.
The 4th line consists of
returnee Dan Dolinsky, who
had 4 goals and 2 assists last
season, for 6 points. Three
others w'ho w ill be returning
on this line are 1st timers Bob
Carrdine, Ken Williams, and
freshman Vinnic Bordfeld.
Not only w'ill the midfielders
be interesting to w atch, but the
attackmen sjiould score some
goals, too. “We re in a really
good situation,” Willard stated
about the overall picture of his
team.
On the 1st attack, is George
Nucera, Kevin O xley, and
Kevin Ibanez. Nucera led the
team in points last year, scoring
39 goals upd assisting on 33
others for a team record 72
points. Nucera w'as also named
to the a ll-K n ic k e rb o c k e r
lacrosse 1st team for his ’79
performance. O xley, described
as a “smart ballplayer” by
Willard, was a 2d team all-state
selection in high school. Ibanez
is a sophomore and played
lacrosse in ’78 and was named
to the all-Knickerbocker 1st
team in that year as a freshman.
The 2d attack line consists of
Garv Gelston, Nick lropiano,
and Doug Mathew s. ( ielston, a
senior, scored 14 goals and
assisted on 4 more tor 18 points
last year, l ropiano scored 17
goals and assisted on 10 more
for 2 7 points last season.
Mathews, a freshman, is out for
the 1st time.
“We have more depth and
experience than we ever had
before." the coach concluded
about this year's squad.
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Indians open in Florida
to play as much as an
an outstanding defensive
coming out of the bullpen.
P atrollin g the ou tfield,
intrasquad game due to the
which might very well be the
player with quick hands and a
Another junior, right hander
“Women’s basketball used
unpredi c t abl e weather,
Indians'
most
explosive
area,
good
glove.
He
batted
.300
as
a
Roger
Lope,
figures
to
be
used
to produce M SC ’s best team.
embarked on their annual
as
a
short
reliever
also.
The
will
be
John
Guarino,
Dave
freshman.
We’re going to show you who
Florida trip yesterday. There,
M
c
L
a
u
g
h
lin
,
and
S
te
v
e
Mark
Bujnowski,
the
team’s
number
1
pitcher
on
M
SC
’s
the new number 1 is around
top
returning
hitter
with
a
.
3
03
sub
varsity
last
season,
he
they
will play 9 games in as
Lipmski.
here,’’ catcher Vin Tiberi
threwano-hitteranda 1-hitter.
many days. Only 3, those
Guarino moves over from
average, played 2d base last
remarked about this year’s
Lope relies on an excellent
leftfield to man centerfield. He
against division 2’s Biscayne
season but will be moved over
men’s baseball team.
College (BC ), will count in the
to
3d
base
this
year.
He
led
the
curve
ball
to
blank
opponents.
is
an
excellent
defensive
player
Coach Fred Hill wouldn’t
T h re e rig hty freshmen
standings. The remaining 6
w ith a stro n g , accu rate
Tribe in runs scored (31) and
go as far as saying that, but he
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McDonald. Gaeta, a reserve at
rely on him jg .. supply the
schedule, the Indians must face
Seniors Greg Petite and Bob
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ion Glassboro State College
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T w o lefty hitters, Terry
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returnees from the 79 team.
Porter and Bob Steepy, are the
hitter, Gaeta should keep
team leader who never stops
William Paterson C ollege
Petite, a 3d year varsity
reserve outfielders.
opposing leftfielders backed
hustling, this 6 foot junior has
(W PC ), and Trenton State
player, should be 1 of the
Porter, the fastest man on the
against the fence.
the ability to hit the ball a mile.
College (T S C )—all away.
mainstays of the starting
t eam and an e x c e l l e n t
McDonald, 1 of the few lefty
Tiberi led the Indians in walks
Also, the Tribe will go against
rotation. Used mostly as a
baserunner, led the team in
hitters on the team, was the
(26) in ’79.
10 division 1 schools this
reliever in the past, this hard
stolen bases with 11. He has
backup at 1st last season. He
Sophomore Roy Murray
season (M SC is in division 3).
t h r o w in g r ig h t y fro m
improved his hitting and is a
has really improved his
moves up from the sub varsity
Belleville, NJ was tops on the
great bunter.
defence. T h e Tribe is looking
to handle the reserve catching
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The Indians open their home
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job.
(E R A ) during the fall, with a
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player with excellent speed and
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2.17 mark. He has a good
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throwing arm, is capable of
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Around the infield, only 1
fastball and a much improved
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any
of
the
3
outfield
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reliever in the past, will be
shifted into the starting
rotation this season. The only
MSC pitcher who failed to
yield a home run in ’ 79, this
lefty relies on his excellent
fastball to overpower rival
hitters. He was undefeated in
the fall.
Roe had an outstanding
freshman season as he led the
team in starts (10), wins (4),
and shutouts (2). Second on the
club with a 2.57 ERA , this tall,
hard throwing righty mixes up
his pitches well and has really
matured as a hurler.
Bob Buccino, a transfer from
Seton Hall University (SH U )
who sat out last season, should
be a big asset. A hard throwing
right hander who also has a
good curve, he had an excellent
fall season, leading the team in
victories and innings pitched.
Buccino figures to be 1 of the
Indians’ top hurlers.
Returning from an injury
which sidelined him all of last
season, junior Glen Dwyer
will be used as a short reliever.
Few people will argue that Coach Fred Hill's Indians will be in the running for the New Jersey State College Athletic
Good control may make this
Conference (N JSC A C ) championship.
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